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SUMMARY
A parametric study was conducted defining the regenerative cooling limits
(maximum chamber pressure) for O2/hydrocarbon gas generator and staged combus-
t.lon cycle rocket engines over a thrust range of 89,000 N (20,000 Ibf) to
2,669,000 N (600,000 ibf) for a reusable life of 250 missions. Maximum chamber
pressure limits were first determined for the three propellant combinations
(02/CH4, O2/C3H8, and O2/RP-_without a carbon layer (unenhanced designs).
Chamber pressure cooling enhancement limits were then established for seven
thermal barriers. The thermal barriers evaluated for these designs were:
carbon layer, ceramic coating, graphite liner, film cooling, transpiration
cooling, zonea combustion, and a combination of two of the above. All fluid
barriers were assessed a 3% performance loss. Sensitivity studies were then
conducted to determine the influence of cycle life and RP-I decomposition tem-
perature on chamber pressure limits. Chamber and nozzle design parameters are
presented for the unenhanced and enhanced designs.
The maximum regenerative-cooled chamber pressures are attained with the
O2/CH 4 propellant combination. O2/RP-I designs must rely on a carbon layer
and liquid-gas injection chamber contours, "short chamber", to be competitive
with the other two propellant combinations. This is attributed to the low de-
composition temperature of RP-I.
The chamber pressure trend with thrust differs from the normal acceptable trend
of higher chamber pressure for the larger thrust level. The reverse trend of
this study is attributed to maintaining a constant life criterion instead of a
constant wall temperature criterion. The maximum enhancement benefit was
attained with the combined thermal barriers. These were carbon layer and
ceramic'coating for the 02/RP-I designs, and film cooling and ceramic coating
for the O2/CH4 and O2/C3H 8 designs.
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INTRODUCTION
'L'his program was a 12-month analytlcal study under NASA-I,eRC Contract NAS3-
211381 to inw_stlgate advanced cooling techniques related to hot-gas heat
barriers for high chambc_r pressure oxygen/hydrocarbon rocket engines. The pro-
g_'am provides NASA and vehicle designers with chamber pressure limits for
hydrocarbon regeneratlve]y cooled thrust chambers, extended chamber pressure
limits when advanced cooling techniques are applied, and identification of
technology items that require substantiation before the advanced cooling tech-
niques can be implemented confidently.
This program is subdivided into two technical tasks. Task I is devoted to
defining the regenerative cooling limits (maximum chamber pressure) for the
tnree hydrocarbon propellants (RP-I, methane, and propane) without enhancements
and generating the cooling circuit design parameters at these limits. Task II
defines the cooling enhancement techniques investigated and applied to the
designs developed in Task I to determine far the chamber pressure can be
increased beyond the conventional regenerative cooling limit. The status of
these, cooling enhancement techniques are assessed to identify the technology
needs required before the concepts can be confidently incorporated into thrust
chamber designs.
As a result of the Task I and Task II analytical efforts, after it was deter-
mined that these cases would not provide useful data, some sensitivity analyses
were substituted for some planned design analyses. Cyclic life and RP-I decom-
position temperature sensitivity studies were conducted with the approval of
the NASA manager.
STUDY GUIDELINES
Task I study guidelines are given in Table i. Many of these guidelines are the
same as those used in past NASA rocket engine design studies. Additional guide-
lines, which were established in agreement with NASA/LeRC during the Task I
study, are presented in Table 2.
The coolant Pout/P c ratio of 1.2 for the gas generator designs (Pin/Pc = 1.8)
represents a reasonable outlet pressure limit to allow for injector AP and
parasitic losses (manifold, ducting, etc.). This results in an allowable
cooling AP/P c of 0.6 (1.8 to 1.2), which is typical of combustion chamber de-
signs. Thi_ cooling pressure drop limit was used for the staged Combustion
cycle (Pin/Pc = 2.25) and results in the coolant Pout/Pc ratio of 1.65. This
higher outlet pressure limit is required so that the coolant can do additional
work before going to the main injector (such as driving the turbines for the
pumps. )
The coolant inlet pressure will be reduced below the Pinlet/Pc assigned ratio
when the Pc limit is attained for each thrust level. However, at least one
series of maximum Pc versu_ thrust trend will be established for the guideline
Pinlet/Pc ratio.
The combustion chamber coolant side surface roughness is typical of values
measured for milled channels in copper and copper-base alloy chambers. The noz-
zle coolant side surface roughness ;_ typical of small-d[ameter tubes. The
coolant Lnlet t_,mperatures for methane and propane are slightly greater than
their respective ambient pressure saturation values. The RP-I is assumed to be
at ambient temperature. The allowable coolant maximum Maeh number was less
than 0.5 to ensure that choking will not occur in an off-deslgn operating
condition.
The Task II basic guidelines are identical to the Task I guidelines with the
addition of the thermal barrier guidelines noted in Table 3 . The substituted
sensitivity studies related to cyclic life and RP-I decomposition temperature
were conducted outside of the specified guidelines.
When the maximum guideline chamber pressure for each thrust level was met, the
minimum Pinlet/Pe of the coolant established the design for the limiting cham-
ber pressure. This criterion was disregarded for the film-cooling enhanced
designs to 3etermine chamber pressure versus thrust trends. Other enhancement
techniques were within the P guideline limits.
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ITABL;'_ 1. TASK i[ STUDY (]UIDEL:[NES
PARAMETER GUIDELINES
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AT MR = 2,8:1
AT MR = 3,5:1
AT MR = 3,1:1
• 20 K VACUUM,(E = 400:1),MAX Pc = 4000
• 150K VACUUM,(E= 400:1),MAX Pc = 5000
• 600 K S,L, (_= 80:1),MAX Pc = 6000
• _c BETWEEN1,5'iAND 4,0:1
• 90%BELLDESI'GNOZZLE




• MIN,CW = 0,03"















• TwG = 1460 R FOR COPPEROR COPPERBASE ALLOY
• RP-1 Twc = 1060 R (UNLESSHIGHERVALUE IS JUSTIFIED)
• CH4 Twc= 1760 R
• C3 H8 Twc: T,B,D,BY CONTRACTOR(-1320R)
• CONTRACTORIN-HOUSEMETHODSAND CORRELATIONS
• CARBONDEPOSITIONTO BE NEGLECTED
• PIN/Pc : 1,8 (G,G,)
• PIN/Pc : 2.25 (STAGEDCOMBUSTION)
• REGENCOOLTO ¢= 180:1 FOR20 K AND150 K, IGNORE
COOLINGFOR_= 180:1 TO E= 400:1
• REGENCOOLENTIRET/C (c : 80:1) FOR600 K
• CONTRACTORIN-HOUSEMETHODSANDCORRELATIONS
• 2-D CONDUCTIONEFFECTSINCLUDED
• 02 NOTCONSIDEREDAS PRIMARYCOOLANT
• 250 X 4
• ET : Ka.AT
• MANSON'SEQUATIONWHEN NO DATA AVAILABLE
'FAItLI_ 2 AI)I)I.I,LONAL STUDY 6UII)b, LINES I,_S1ABI,].SIII',I) DIIRIN(I '['ASK ]L
• YIELDSAFETYFACTOR: i,I
• ULTIMATESAFETYFACTOR= 1,5
• TOTALRUN DURATION: i0 HOURS
• COOLANTPOuT/Pc= 1,2 (GASGENERATORCYCLE)
: 1,65 (STAGEDCOMBUSTIONCYCLE)
• COOLANTSIDESURFACEROUGHNESS
20 MICROINCHESRMS FOR COMBUSTIONCHAMBER
40 MICROINCHESRMS FOR NOZZLE
• COOLANTINLETTEMPERATURES
RP-1 : 294 K (530°R)
C3H8
CH4
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DI'_SJGN (,( NSIDI,RA1].ONS AND ANALYTICAL TE(?,HNIQUF, S
DES [(;N CONSIDEI_ATIONS
Combustion Chamber
The combustion chamber geometry (liner hot-gas wall contour) affects the weight,
performance_ heat transfer, and life. Influencing paramleters are length, con-
traction area ratio, and wall contom:. The optimum combustion chamber design is
one with minimum engine weight, minimum hot-gas wall temperatm:e (maximum life),
and maximum perlormance. In addition, engine constraints are imposed on tile
chamber design as related to available coolant pressure drop and flowrate re-
quirements established for an engine balance with minimum oxidizer and fuel pump
discharge pressure. The optimum coolant passage geometry for maximum llfe
(minimum Two) normally approaches the minimum wall thickness and minimum channel
and land widths.
Nozzle
The thrust chamber nozzle contour primarily affects the performance and weight
of an engine. The location of the nozzle attachment to the combustion chamber
is of great significance, affecting life and engine weight. The optimum attach
point is located as near to the throat as possible and still meet nozzle tube
life and coolant AP. Care must be taken to ensure the chamber throat coolant
is at an efficient bulk temperature. The optimum attachment location normally
is between an area ratio of 5:1 and i0:i. The higher the chamber pressure, the
larger the attachment area ratio. The minimum tube wall thickness normally
provides maximum life for minimum coolant pressure drop.
These design considerations are tv_ical of those employed to attain the maximum
cooling and life for the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME), Ref. i.
PERFORMANCE
The performance of a liquid rocket engine system is dependant on how efficiently
the propellants can be injected, combusted, and then expanded supersonically
through a nozzle. The combustion efficiency (Tic,) depends on injector design
and combustor contour (length and contraction ratio). Additional thrust is
obtained through Optimum expansion of these combusted gases as related to the
nozzle thrust coefficient efficiency (nCp). Therefore, certain design criteria
must be met to attain realistically high"performm_ce. The injector/chamber
geometry of this study produces a 98% energy release efficiency (qc,). The
nozzles are typically designed for an expansion efficiency (t]C_) of 97.5%.
'l'bese efflciencies are related to the theoretical optimum efficiCncies
attainable.
Nozzle Performance
The theoretical one-dimensional gas dynamic thrust coefficients for tile pro-
pellant ,:ombh_ations considered t.n tht,_ study (O2/RP-I at MR = 2.8:1., O2/C3H 8
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Figure i. Theoretical Thrust Coefficients
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6000
chamber pressure. The vacuum values at an expansion ratio of 80:11 arc corrected
to sea level using the following equation:
P
Sea Level (i)
CF Sea Level = CF Vacuum - P x e
c
This sea level correction produces a large variation in the thrust coefficient
because of the high nozzle expansion ratio. A value of 0.975 for the gas dy-
namic DCF is used to correct the theoretical thrust coefficients to actual con-
ditions. This is an average value determined from an evaluation of these pro-
pellan_ combinations over the range of thrust levels being considered. This
value was attained from the transonic flow analysis and supersonic nozzle con-
tour design analysis for a 90% length bell configuration nozzle.
Once the thrust coefficients are known, the combustion gas flowrate can be
determined from the following equation:
F
, = ---- (2)
g c* CF
Theseflowratesare shown in Fig. 2 for NCF = 0.975 and nc, = 0.980. Any gas
generator flow and its contribution to thrust has not been included in this
computation. The large variation in flowrate with chamber pressure at the
2,669,000 N (600,000 ibf) thrust level (e = 80:1) is due to the large variation
in the thrus_ coefficient (Fig. i ).
Combustion Chamber Performance
The geometric throat radius as a function of chamber pressure and thrust
level is shown in Fig. 3. These radius values were evaluated using the
following equation: 1/2
Rt = CD x CF x _ x
The discharge coefficient (CD = A*/A t) is 0.99 for a throat upstream radius
ratio of 1.0. Since the thrust coefficients are nearly the same for each of
the three propellant combinations, the throat radius was defined independently
of propellant combination by using the average of the three radius values at
_ny set of conditions.
Figure 4 shows the chamber in_ector-to-throat length as a function of chamber
pressure for the three thrust levels being considered. For each thrust level,
there is a curve for llquid-liquid (oxidizer-fuel) and liquid-hot-gas propellant
injection. Using the radius values from Fig. 3, the normalized injector-to-
throat length can be determined as shown in Fig. 5.
The analogous curves for the thrust chamber contraction ratio are shown in
Fig. 6. The curves in Fig. 4 and 6 were generated from a computer program
that util_zes a curve fit interpolation of data tables that reflect experience
and judgement based on numerous engine programs having various propellant com-
binations. There are two sets of data in this program, one for llquid-liquid
injectors and the other for liquld-hot-gas injectors using turbine discharge
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Figure 6 . Chamber Contraction Ratio Parametric Data .................
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'['hc oxidizer (oxygen) l.s not truly a liquid at the point of injection in that
It has a hi.gh vapor pressure, low visc.osity, and virtually no surface tension.
The liquld fuel l.s the illmlting propellant with atomization, vaporization, and
i_ikx[ng being the ].im[tiLlg mechanisms. Liquid-liquid engines require longer
reslde_ice time (longer length) for complete mixing and combusting of the propel-
lants tllan do liquid-hot-gas engines as shown In Fig. 4. The injector-to-
throat length is increased as the thrust is increased, primarily because of the
coarser :injection pattern as che thrust is increased. Where a value of 44.5 N
(i0 ibf) equivalent thrust per element is p_actlcal for a 4450 N (1000 ibf)
thrust engine (I00 elements), it would not be practical for a 4,450,000 N
(i,000,000 ibf) thrust engine where it would result in I00,000 elements. The
end result is large injection orifices and large propellant droplets in the
high thrust engines where propellant injection rates for each element approach
4450 N (i000 ibf) equivalent thrust. The chamber length can be "decreased with
increasing chamber pressure because the reaction rates increase with chamber
pressure.
Higher chamber pressure operation also leads to larger injection orifices since
the mass flowrate per unit injector face area is increased with increasing
chamber pressure. Therefore, an increase in contraction ratio is desirable as
the chamber pressure increases (Fig. 6 ). The larger contraction ratio eases
the job of manifolding the higher propellant flowrates and provides increased
injector face area for more injection orifices. However, as specified in the
study guidelines, the maximum contraction ratio was limited to 4.0 to i. The
minimum contraction ratio guideline of 1.5 to 1 will not be encountered.
The chamber sizes in Fig. 4 and 6 are mean recommended values. Any indi-
vidual actual engine coul_ be sized significantly on either side of these
values. Each engine design poses its individual envelope requirements and
favors a specific set of compromises. However, these curves define the trends
used in the parametric study.
The propane and methane fuels were treated as hot gases for thegas generator
cy_:le because of the large-temperature increase each incurs during cooling.
The liquid-liquid curves in Fig. 4 and 6 were used for the gas generator cycle
design with RP-I as the fuel using conventional type injectors. Ilowever, it is
believed that low thrust per element type injectors can be developed to attain
an energy release efficiency of 98%. 02/RP-I design analyses also werr: con-
ducted for these prospective gas generator cycle designs for comparison.
Film and Transpiration Cooling Performance Loss
Performance analyses were conducted to determine the amount of fuel ,_vai]able
for film or transpiration cooling as a function of specific impulse. The
Rocketdyne computer program, FILM, was used to cal.culate the losses. ODE spr-
cific impulse was used at mixture ratios above 1.5, while at lower mixture
ratios a nonequilibrium mode], was used, based on test experience which has
shown that much less solid carbon is formed than predicted by eq,il, lbrlum cal-
culations. A linear mixture ratio profile was assumed, varying from 0.I at














The variable mixture ratio region was divided into zones and the coolant was
assumed to react with the main flow at the local mixture ratio. The flow in
each zone was then integrated to determine the mixture ratio and specific im-
pulse and a mass-weighted average specific impulse was calculated. This value
was then compared to the specific impulse at the same overall thrust chamber
mixture ratio to determine the loss due to the coolant flow.
Performance losses were calculated for each propellant combination at chamber
pressures of 1379, 2758, and 4137 N/cm 2 (2000, 4000, and 6000 psia). Sea level
and vacuum conditions were considered, with area ratios of 80:1 and 400:1,
respectively. Since theoretical, rather than delivered, specific impulse was
used, the results apply to any thrust level. Similarly, the thrust chamber
rather than engine mixture ratio was used, so there is no difference between
gas generator and staged combustion cycles. Figures 7 through 9 show the
specific impulse loss as a function of coolant flow for each p_opellant combin-
ation. At the 3% performance loss level, the data from Fig. 7 through 9 are
plotted in Fig. i0 as a function of chamber pressure. This curve defines the
allowable film and transpiration coolant flowrates for the Task II study.
The zoned combustion thermal barrier enhancement performance considerations are
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,'qt_Cl i. Oll Wit [I elltl'_111¢t' 1";lllll_ 2,0
• 'rhl:o:it ul_,,_t l'L, tul| R/R t l, 0
• 'l'hro_lt: dowust.rt,:uu R/R t O./t
The ]:_,]cltIvely ,'aha1.1.ow '20-degrt,¢, convergelWe hnlf-;mgl¢_ proulott,,,_ ¢ont. ltxuout;
muoot:h bouudary layer growth. Sht1.tlow ¢.onvt, r},enct, tulgle,_ rt, sult i u :I high,.,r
;IVO1"tlt_O ]ICZlt I'._.IIX due tO ;I ]OWt'I" ;Ivl21"t1_c ¢.'o11[I't10[:[O11 I'Ll[ [.O, ]]OX_q.'VI.'I'_ []ll)l't' :I,q
O11[.._ J tl ,_111;I.]_ .[11¢1." C' _I ,'41' [II lht _ |.11[_l.'_1"/Itt?d [ll.'tlt .I.011¢.[ braCt|liSt' ||11.' [II¢I"¢._tI,_;13d _I\'OF-
;l,_e llt?,'li: ['I[IIX |._ ue_irly O1-I','4_'t" by tho redu¢od tql.ll'i_tlCO. :.If'ell (,_nmller ,'IVOFtlgO
dl;uueter tln¢l decl:et1,'4_'d ,'_t_l'l:_.lte Iot_gl.ll), Tho ,qh_IJAow ¢ouVC'l'gen¢t, zulgl.t, i,_
tuCOnll_:d:ib.l.e wlt:h the :_hort lougt:hs trod tt_rge ¢outract_.on rntlo_ of tll_,
2_(_(_t),000 N (000,000 Ibf) ,_t,_l ]e\,el. th|'u,'_t t_ombu,_t:or_ wlth 1[quld-hot-g'1_ pro-
pe[[;lllL,q ill- ]_O1,I ¢h_lulber 1)l'_,,q,,4tlrc,,4, Therefore, l'Ol" tht',qt' COll['i}'Jl1"_It'[Ol1_¢_ tilt'
convergeuc¢2 h:l.l.l:-nn}.;le hn,'_ bet, u lncrensed to 30 dt,_,_rot, s. Addlt lon,_lly, If
Ilt't:@_,'4;IUy_ Lilt) [llJt_t'l't'_l'-t.o'-thl'o:1[ .length _,,:l.,_ 1.n¢re_sed be yol_d the, lll[11[llllAlll l't,-
quired for ¢ombu.,_t:lon (Fig. 4) ,,;o thnt tht, l't, is n .5.08 i'm (2 In.) t'\'|Indrit, nl
,_¢,cl I.o_ lot" Ln.le¢tor-to-¢.h:lulbt, r ¢Oml_atibll. lt y. The 2,b09,000 N ((_00,000 Ibl')
m,a Jew,.L thrust comhust:l.on t'haud_t,r _'ontours for tht, l.tqu.ld-liquid nnd l iqltid-
hot:-gn_ l_ropt, l.l_mts :ire Colup:lred .in Flg. ,l]. The llqu:id-hot-g;1,_ dt'sl,_'_ns nre
quite _llort: l'e.[_It, ive to l. ht, lr coutrt_ctl.ou r;itio_. It W_l_ d_'cldctl lhn! It
woul.d tlot be l't_tlsOiltII'__It TM l.o t'OLl_idof decl'e_islnt,, l'h_,ir I¢'nt_th,q l-tll'tht'l',
The large Ul_t:renul conve1"gt,nte R/R ,]oiulng lilt' cv].|ndl:i¢'l.l ,_ect ion with tht'
COIIVt l'_tllt'l._ rtlnl|) pl'OV1d¢_.'; il ,_lllOOl_ll t:l';lll,q[[ [o11 to ;IVO[tl l'1OW SCp;II';l[ 1o11 _I[ tIlc
tul'll_ zlvo[d [nlp[tlt'_elllelIL tlt /hi' i.nit lnl l_Ol'tlon ol convergence, told prevent
d_,gr:Itlnt_iot_ of t Ile COOIO.llt. I: i till ¢O_'I-1"I.¢ [elll dill' I O I'12Vt'I','4¢,' ¢lll'Vil[ lll't' t'l:It't'l _,
Tilt, tl|_,'4t 1"_._ ,:1111 tllld tlOlqllStl'tt._llll thl'o;It I',:lt[|.ll,q l';It Io,q ;11"t.' tilt" ,qtllllt" ;I,'I tl:;I,'tl I'Ol" [ lit'
,q,ql_ll'; _111tl A,ql'_ t't)lllbll.ql 1011 ¢[lallll)t'rs.
Nondll|lt, u,'_ion:ll (R/R t v,q X/Rt) t)0:_', bell no:'zlt, ¢ont our,_ for _ :._ 80:1 ,Ind , :::
h00:l _.qt'l't _ gt'tlt't'/lt_?tl lot" I I"lt' thl.'e_' |_l,"_t'll;lllt" ¢t_llll_[ll;ItJ.o|l,_¢. I';ll';IbO][t' IIO;',:[t'
_'olltOtll','4 ;ll't "_ _t'llt'l';ll.t'tl lh'll t'Io,'4t'.ly ;l[)pl't)X[ttlillt' ;I I_:lO o[_!tlllltnl ¢Oll[Olll'. IIl[| [;IL
t'Xl_/lll,qlt)ll ;lllglt'._l of _2 ;llltt ?|¢ tl¢_',l.'t't','4 |Of lilt' t := 80:1 :llltl _ 4t10:1 t't_lltOlll','4,
l't':q_t'¢t'lvt'l..v, IVt'l't _ _t'l.t'¢tetl. All t'x[t ;lllgl.t' Of b.'.. _ th'gl't't',_, ' [:; :_t'It't'tetl IoI" both
t'Xpilll,q[Oll t';It los. 'l'ht'.'It' :lllglt',q Iqt, l't' ol)t:llnt'd I 1'o111 ¢lll?\,t,t-_ ;l\,ill lilblt, Il'otn l_l't ,-
V[OII,'_ o|)l IlllllllI COIl| Oil|" tlll/lly,'It'.q.
Tilt, I I'tlll:4Olll¢ flow ;|lltllv,q[;_ t'OIlll_ttlt, r l'_l'Ogl'tllll I¢;I,q u,'_t,d to ¢Olllptllt' tilt' flow
I_l'Ol_t't'tt_._ In iht' rt_,gtou o| Ilow t, xtt,lltllng fl'otn blotch 0.8 to 1.2. 'l'hl,_ i_l'Ogl'_ltu
t';llt'tll;itt, t4 [,qo-b|;it'|l I tllt, t;_ ,'_l l't';lllll [llt','.l_ _llld ¢hill':l¢lt'l'[,'ll It' 1 [Ilt'tl I'ov tilt'
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the combust [on F,as properties a_i input to a computer program that calculates
wal.l properties along the cont_ur. These resu.lts are used .l.nthe Rocketdyne
Boundary l,ayer Computer Program. This nozzle contour analysis methodology is
summnrlzed in Fig. 12. For each propellant combination, the nondimensional
nozzle contottrs need he defitled for only one chamber pressure, it is not
necessary to generate a nozzle contour for ench chamber pressure analyzed be-
cause of the small effect of the chamber pressure on the hot-l_as properties
used to derive the nozzle contour and the fact that the nozzle is not the
control liz_g component in these thermal analyses.
The chamber and nozzle contours are presented for each design case in
Appendixes C and D.
CYCLE LIFE AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Extensive analytical and experimental background in the analysis and predic-
tion of cyclic life and structural integrity of high chamber pressure reusable
engines such as the SSME and ASE has led to a realistic yet simplified life
cycle analysis technique.
This simplified approach involves the appropriate wall temperature differen-.
tial, wall material coefficient of thermal expansion, and an empirically de-
rived coefficient. This method has been incorporated into the Regenerative
Cooling Deslgn/Analysis Computer Program as part of NASA-LeRC Contract NAS3-
16774, and provides a rapid, efficient, low-cost method fully integrated with
the coolant passage thermal design. Also, as part of this computer program, a
simple structural analysis of the coolant passages can be performed. These
features make this computer program an ideal tool for parametric data genera-
tion as well as detailed thrust chamber cooling design as required in this
study.
Cycle Life
Cycle life consists of assessing the accumulation of damage to a material as
cyc.les of operation occur. The length of time under load as well as repeti-
tions of load are evaluated. The length of time under load is evaluated by
using the stress rupture properties of the material while the repetitions of
load (cyclic influence) is evaluated by using the fatigue properties of the
material.
The fundamental premise used in the life predLction analysis is that failure
depends on the accumulation of creep and fatigue damage. A generallzcd cycle
life equation .Is used to consider the total damage caused by fatigue and
cree l):
4 (¢1: + #c ) i _.o
where 4 Is the specified .life safety faxtor and Of and Oc are thc fatigue and
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'l'he fatigue damage fraction (,Of) Ls the ratio of the uumber of desl.gn load
cycles (1]) to the mmfl_er el: load cycles requLred to cause fal. l ure (Nf):
Ct_ _ u/N r (4)
where Nf .is a functi.on of the equivalent uniaxial straLn range (_e) and the
hot-_:as surface temperature (T ). For chamlels, the equlw:l.ent unl.axiaJ
• . Wg
straiu range is delined as:
_ = ._ _. _.: (5)
e _ total
where [_ is a correction factor to correlate results with finite element analy-
ses. From analyses of the ASE and SSME thrust chambers; this factor was de-
termined to be I.'2 for NARIoy-Z. The hot-gas surface axial or .l.ateral. strain
range (Cto t I is defined as the difference between the steady-state operating
hot-gas surface strain (t-s_s) and the initial hot-gas surface axial or lateral
straiu (F i):
etotal = Cs-s - gi
(6)
Cs_s and t'.:are based on the hot-gas surface temperature (Twg) and the close-
out temperature (Tbw):
(7)
c i = [l_AT w; - txA'rbw ] i
l
The temperature differeuces [A'r) ilre meastlred from ambient temperature.
t.nit[al hot-gas wal. l. and closeout temperatures are assumed to be hallway
between the eoo.l.dllt [nlet telllperdtllrc dlld ambtellt tcnlpL, ratllrc.




i• _5( 2 2) 1/2c -- i ]_. _ + _: g + ee Ctotal toEal c c (9)




The creep damage fraction (_c) is the ratio of the number of design hours the
load is applied (T) to the number of hours required to produce rupture (TR)
under the applied stress (_):
_c -- T/TR (ii)
For channels, the steady-state operating stress (o) is defined as:
2
(Pcoolant - Phot gas)s-s a
2
2 (0.9t)
where a is the channel width and t is the hot-gas wall thickness.
For tubes, the operating stress is defined as:
(12)
O (Pcoolant - Phot gas)s-s ri K= (13)
0.9t




ro + r i
Structural Analysis
At the high chamber pressures (and high coolant pressures) to be evaluated, the
structural integrity of the thrust chamber cooling passages must be analyzed to
27
i
ensure a realisLic thru',_t ohamber design. The stress analysis is the same for
all materials but differs for tubes and channel passages.
For channels, the more critical stress, bending (o) or shear (T), is used to
define Lhe structural requirements:
2
Pcoolant a , _. 3 Peoolant a
2(0.9t)2 2 2(0.9t)
(1,5)
For tubes, the average hoop stress is used and is defined as:
Pcoolant ri (16)
0.9t





Ftu 0.6 Ftu (18)
Ultimate safety factor =--or
o T
The tensile yield strength (F ) and the tensile ultimate strength (F ) are
E EU
based on the average of the ho_-gas temperature (T ) and the coolant side
temperature (T ) of the wall. Yield safety facto_gof i.I and an ultimate
safety factor _ 1.5 are the requirements.
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MA'I?I",R1.AI.S SI",I ,I",t',T] ON
Tile maLerl.a.l.s selected for the eomhu,,_tlon c.hamher mid nozzl.e are dl:_ettssed
be.Low. The properties of glle._t , ulatorfa.[,q are pre,'lelltod Ill Appendix A,
Cmnbustlon Chamber
A high thermal conductiv.ity mater:ia.l, is required for min:imum wall temperature
and minimum thel:mal strain, blaximum cyclic life demands a high-ductility ma-
terial. 't'heref_re, material a'equisttes of high thermal conductivity and high
ductility necessitates the selection of. a compatible copper-base alloy. Tile
strength of the material and heat transfer aspects dictate the coolant channel
geometry, which tnfhmnces the coolant pressure drop, engi.ne weight, life,
manufacturing requirements, and cost. it is desirabl.e to have a high-strength
material, NARloy-Z, a zirconia-silver- copper alloy, was developed by Rocket-
dyne for the SSblE main combustion chamber liner. It exceeds the life require-
meats and,possesses a relatively higher strength than other commercially_avail-
able copper base al.loys.
Therefore, NARIoy-Z was selected as the combustion chamber material. The struc-
tural and cyclic life data for the NARIoy-Z is shown in Fig. 44 through 47
(Appendix A). The thelmlal expansion for Inconel 718 (to be considered as the
chamber jacket material)is shown in Fig. 48-. These data were incorporated
into the Regenerative Cooling Design/Analysis Computer Program for the cyclic
life evaluation during the chamber cooling analysis.
NARIoy-Z theFmal conductivity data is shown in Fig. 49. This figure contains
a scale showing the NARIoy-Z thermal conductivity as a percentage of the
thermal conductivity of room temperature OFIIC copper. The temperature-
dependent curve in Fig. 49 is incorporated into the two-dimensional channel
wall temperature distributions that are provided by the Regenerative Cooling
Design/Analysis Computer Program.
Nozzle
Wrought A-286 was selected as the nozzle material.. This material was also
selected for the SSME nozzle. It is a moderate strength, heat-resisting alloy,
a high-strength alloyed stainless steel, hardenable by solution treating and
aging. The alloy is always used in the hardened condition. The material is
entirely satisfactory for use at all cryogenic temperatures down to 21 K (37 R)
with retention of excellent toughness and ductility properties. At elewlted
temperatures, the alloy retains moderate strength up to 922 K (].660 R). The
all.oy is readily formable in the annealed or solution-treated condition. The
structural and cyclic life data for A-286 is shown in Fig. 50 through 53.
Figure 54 shows the thermal conductivity for A-286. The data in Fig. 50
through 54 have been incorporated as input to the Regenerative Cooling Design/
Ana.l.ysis Computer Program for the structural and cyclic life analyses f.or the
nozz[e cooling ewlluat ion.
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COMBUSTION GAS IIEAT TRANSFER
The Rocketdyne Boundary Layer Computer program is used to calculate the hot-
gas heat transfer coefficient profiles for the chamber and nozzle designs.
This program utilizes an integral method to solve the momentum and energy
equations. Solution of those equations is accomplished using a semiempirlcal
relation between The Stanton number and the energy thickness and between the
skin friction coefficient and momentum thickness. The resulting equation for








The Eckert reference temperature is used to evaluate the film properties.
The injector end heat transfer coefficient for any given case is determined by
scaling calorimeter chamber test data from the SSME 40K subscale chamber test
program (Ref. 2) using flowrate and property corrections based on the standard
Nusselt Number correlation:
k2 /G2 _i 0.8 pr 2
hg)2 = hg)l k_ _ x _22 P--_I/
(21)
where subscript 1 = reference conditions (40K subscale test data)
subscript 2 =- O2/hydrocarbon conditions
This injector end heat transfer coefficient is then blended into the axial pro-
file derived from the boundary layer program. An example of this is shown in
Fig. 13.
The conlbustion hot-gas convective heat transfer coefficient (hg) profile is
shown in Appendix C for the unenhaneed designs and in Appendix D for the en-
hanced designs. The combustion gas properties are presented in Appendix B
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Rocketdyne has considerable experience in RP-1 cooling through its successful
rocket engine prograll_s that use RP-I as a coolant (Atlas, Thor, }i-l, F-l,
etc.). In support of these programs, Rocketdyne has made analytical studies
and done extensive testing to determine the cooling characteristics of RP-I
(Ref. 3, 4, and 5). From this work, the following cooling correlation for
Rt'-.I was developed:
hc.......-- 0.0056 (k/Dh) Re 0'95 Pr 0"4 #R (22)
o_ is the roughness enhancement factor and is determined by taking the ratio
the _2/Dh of the passage to friction factor for an c/D h of 0.0001.
The standard Nusselt number correlation with the roughness enhancement factor
included is used for methane cooling:
hc = 0.023 (k/Dh) Re 0"8 Pr 0"4 _R (23)
A Rocketdyne company-funded task to evaluate hydrocarbon coolants has resu!_ed
in the following cooling correlation for propane:
? (Tc/Twc_l'O _Rh = 0.00696 (k/D h) Re 0'88 Pr l'-C (24)
This experimental cooling correlation is compared with the standard Nusselt
number correlation in Fig. 14. This figure.was generated for a propane pressure
of 2760 N/cm2 (4000 psia) and a Reynolds number of 7 x 105 which are represent-
ative of the values encountered in this study. The bulk-to-wall temperature
correction (Tc/Twc) in the experimental correlation causes the experimental
correlation to decrease relative to the standard correlation as tile coolant
wall temperature (Twc) increases. The 733 K (1320 R) c_olant wall temperature
curve is the propane decomposition limit used in this study. To compare the
equations at Reynolds numbers different than 7 x 105 , the curves can be ratioed
by the fa=tor (Re/7 x 105)0.08.
The coolant curvature enhancement factor profile as a function of turning angle
is shown in Fig. 15. This is the same profile as is used for the SSME main
combustion chamber. The curvature enhancement factor has been limited to a
maximum value of 1.4 (same limitation as for the SSME and ASE combustors).
For the two-dlmensional channel wall temperature distribution analyses, the
full curvature enhancement value is used on the coolant side of the hot-gas
wall. This value is linearly varied along the side walls (channel height) of
the coolant channel to unity at the closeout surface. A value of i is used
along the closeout surface.
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COOLANT TEMPERATURE, T (R)
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Figure 14. Comparison of Propane Experimental Cooling Correlation
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'fileeurvat:ur_ enhancemo.nt of hot-gas h_ated channel configured coolant passages
were ewlluated during tlle early phases of _he SSME program (Ref. 6 ). The
channel geom_try was identical to the SSME cc_mbustor, which is typical of those
used fc_r this study. The r_su]ts of these experimental studies verJf.led the
empiriv, a.1. rel, at:l.onships used for the SSMF. (Ref, 6 ). The curvature enhance-
mnnt experimental clata were corr_]ated based on the above-noted two-dimensional
distribution cr:|tel,!a used for this study. The curvature enhancement tech-
niques used for the SSME eombustor and this study are slightly conservative
relative to the e×pe_:_menta] 1:esu]ts of Ref. 6.
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IINENHANC.ED DESICN COOI,INC ANM,Y8 IS AND RF,8111,TS
INI,'I,III",NCE 01,' 'i'HRI.IST I,EVEI,
_,,,,_'rhr.u:,.l:.:_,,-!.[_,.:,s_.-._].,:_OON..(;!O,E09._D.O
l{ocause of the sm,'Ll.l _llllOunt: of file]. 'w'_{labJ.e for eool. l.ng rel.'It lye to the hot-
gas surlm_o are:l, a series circuit: u:;l.ng a.l.l of the fuel :Is utLll::ed to min[-
nlI.ze tilt, t'.oo].;Itlt telllpel;attll'e l'J.se I.ll the COllll_tt,_t'.[oll cllalllber, The conlbtlst|otl
t:[lalllbel" [.s _oo.l.od first: In ml uppass, then t|it-_ lloz'._.l.e [14 ooo[cd [ii _I dowllpaSs,
Nornlally, the 111o,gt el'l'[c:ieiH; cooling -l.s enmtred by using the int.l_:lnnun all.owable
t:hannel wi.dth (CW) of 0.0702 on1 (0.03 in.) and the maximun_ number of channels.
The mtnitnum allowable 1.and width (I,W) of 0.0702 cm (0.03 in.) is generally used
in the throat along with tile Ill:[lllllltlnl c.hannel width to obtain Lilt' ma×lnlunl nltmber
of channels. The mln:Lmunl wall tht.ckness value oi! 0.0035 em (0.025 in.) typl-
tally used throughout the combust_ol_ chamber, which does not present a heat
tralls[er pl'oblems is _i_creased to nlilll[lllIZe eooLatlt pressul'e dl;op.
Because of the [ow coo]ant f l:owrate, small-diamet:er tubes and a high chamber-
to-llozzile attachmetlt area ratio must b_ used to keep tile no:,zlo coolant velocity
hi.gh enough relative to the local heat flux to meet the cyt:le l ato requirement..
'Vile lllill[llltlm attaelunent area ratio that meets the above criteria i.s 10:1. The
unformed tube diameter (UTD) and wall thickness at this location ave minimal.
A variable wall ti_ickness (WT) is required to keep the coolant wall temperature
below the decomposition Two ll.mit'. The nozzle :is split at an area ratfo of
180:1. The nozzle extension goes from c = 180:1 to t: = 400:1l.
Because tile total fuel flowrate t.s small., the nozzle extension sectlon cannot be
dtunp cooled and, hence, also is regenerativel.y cooled, in ealculath_g tile
series pressure drop, one vel.oclty head was assumed to be lost at both chamber
outl.et and the nozzle inlet to "_ccount for paras:life losses.
l:nt e_"mod t at e 'rh ,"us t: D_ si_s-.OO L,3?o3Lp_ (I_5o,D_o!L:_b:'_\
The intermediate thrust designs are sinltlar to the low thrust designs, As with
the low thrust designs, a series coolant- clreu:tt (uppass chamber, downpass
nozzle) u,qing all of the fttel maxitnl;'es tile chamber pressure that can be regen-
erativel.y cooled, llowever, the channel size must be sl.fght.[y greater than the
minimum allowable to accommodate the coolant flow. The minimum nll.ow'lbl.e wall
t:htekness of 0.0635 cm (0,025 in.) is used tln'oughout the eombust:lotl t'hgllllbel"
length, shntl,tr t-o the low t:hrust designs.
Cool Lug of the nozzl.e ts not a significant problem, floweret, the chmul_er-to-
llO:;z]e att-aehmetlt ;llTea t'atto llltlSt be seleeted to lnax|nlize the ch;llll]lel" I)re.qslllJt?
that can be cooled. Iloeatlse of tilt, st, r[.os cooling ctrt'uit, tht.s ]llVOl.ves
t 17gld i.llg Off tilt' ill_'l't, ased IlOZy. It, pressure drop whell det'l;Oas ing the att glehlllt, llt
;ll'ea ratio (due to higher velocity required for cool.tllg) with the IIlel't, ased
ehalnbel7 presmtre drop when [llCl'eas[llg the attachmellt area l'gltlo (dill' tO the
increased cool.ant temperature). The areal fat [O opt-imlaes at; n vgllt!e el7 1011.
tilt, same fin for low thrust tles[b,,lls.
|1 , " _ • .d : • ° r
u.t_j>_'_lu:,mt, .__,_?..'_.!__v_.-_Z,Ac,9.,._\0.0_N .(A0_0_,.9.9.q.i_ t_)
At thin thrust it, vet, there is so much coolant flow available, that only a
fraction of tilt, (7_te[. can I_e used for cooling the chamber while maintaining
reasonabl, e channel dlmmlslons. A spl.:lt flow (tlppass chamber, downpass nozzle)
t:OO.| illg C { rcui t IS requ:i rt, d w[ th approxfmately 50% of the available coolant
going to tht, chamber mid the remaining 507,, to tim nozzle. The channel width
must be optlmi::ed by trading off the Jncreased flowrate (decreased coolant tem-
perature and increased avernge coolant density) with the decreased cooling
efficiency as tim channel width is increased. Athroat reg:lon and combustion
zone channel width of approximately 0.1397 cm (0.055 in.) was determined to be
optimum. To minimize the pressure drop, a channel width of approximately
0.2288 cm (0.09 in,) is used in the low expansion ratio section of the chamber.
The channel wall thickness is adjusted to accommodate-the increased channell
widths.
The chamber-to-nozzle attachment area ratio is decreased to* 5:1. Meeting the
cycle life in tile 4mzzle becomes increasingly difficult if the attachment area
ratio is decreased beyond this value. The nozzle minimum unformed tube dia-
meter at the attachment point is reduced to accommodate the higher heat flux at
the lower area ratio, compared to the low thrust and intermediate thrust
designs.
INFLUENCE OF ENGINE CYCLE
The staged combustion (SC) cycle operates at a coolant Pinlet/Pc = 2.25, which
the gas generator (GG) cycle uses a coolant Pinlet/Pc = 1.8. This requires an
ad-iustment to channel and tube wall thickness to acconm_odate the higher pres-
sure gradient across the wall for staged combustion designs, otherwise, the
cooling rationale used for gas generator cycle designs is analogous for SC
designs. It will be sho_m later in the Design Results section that the chamber
pressure limits of the two cycles considered are within 3% at all thrust levels.
Both engine cycles used a series flow circuit for the low and intermediate
thrust levels. Both cycles used nearly a 50/50% flow split for the high thrust
level designs.
INFLUENCE OF PROPELLANT COMBINATION
The unenhanced hot-gas convective heat transfer is similar for al] three
propellant combinations. Therefore, their chamber pressure 1.imlts, and coolant
passage geometry are derived from the fuel cooling capabilities. This-study
resulted in design similarities between all three propellant combinations.
However, for the 02/RP-I propellant combination, the RP-I decomposition temper-
ature is very low. Because of this low coking temperature limit, the cooling of
O2/RP-I designs without a carbon layer enhancement is virtually impossible
within the design guidelines. Therefore, a parametric study was conducted to
see if either the "short chamber" (gas-liquid injection) or the "long chamber"
(liquid-liquid injection) could be reallstlca]ly cooled without enhancement a[:




clmmber" design at the h:l.gh thrust level could be cooled above 6895 N/cm 2
(]OO0 psla). None of the .lower thrust levels could be cooled above 6895 N/cm 2
(i000 psia). The increased heat load and coolant pressure drop of the "long
chamber" provided lower cooling ].ira:Itsthan the "short chamber".
The use of b 2 n
represent t u f r o u . The corn-
buster configuration for a gas generator cycle would be a "long chamber" for
typical injector configurations, However, a micro-orifice-type injector could
probably be developed for 98% energy release efficiency using a "short chamber"
for a gas generator cycle liquid-liquld injector.
DESIGN RESULTS
The results of the unenhanced regeneratively cooled limit designs are presente_
in Table 4. The maximum chamber pressure as a function of thrust is shown
in Fig. 16. Individual chamber and nozzle designs are graphically presented
in Appendix C.
Significant results of this study are:
io O2/RP-I design cooling limits are at very low chamber pressures as
dictated by a limiting RP-I coolant decomposition temperature at Twc
_589 K (1060 R). The O2/RP-I cooling limit chamber pressure decreases
with a decrease in thrust. These designs are not life-limited.
2e
The cooling limit chamber pressure of the 02/CH 4 and O2/C3H 8 designs
decreases with an increase in thrust. These designs are life-limited,
but are not limited by a decomposition temperature.
3_ The chamber pressure limits slightly favor a gas generator cycle for
the O2/CH 4 designs and a staged combustion cycle for the O2/C3H 8
designs.
The noted results are discussed below.
The O2/RP-I designs limited by the allowed coolant wall temperature (Two) favor
the large thrust level. This is because the propellant flowr0te and, therefore,
the coolant flowrate to total heat load and surface area (_ /Q), is the largest.
This is typical of all chamber designs. To maintain a limited Twc0 the coolant
bulk temperature (Tb) must be approximately 140 K (250 R) lower than the Twc at
the chamber injector end and/or 55 K (i00 R) lower than the Twc at the nozzle
exit. Therefore, the lower thrust level designs are at lower chamber pressure.
A split coolant flow circuit for the low thrust designs would be at a lower
chamber pressure than for a series circuit. These Two limited designs are not
life-limited.
The life-limited O2/RP-I , O2/CI14, and O9/C3118 •designs result in an increased
c_amber pressure with a decreased thrust level. This is not typical since the
°(le/Q) trend favors the lligher thrust level for cooling, as reflected for the
Twc limited O2/RP-1 designs. One basic reason the O2/CII4 and O2/CI_H 8 designs
reflect reverse trends is related to a constant low cycle fatlgue llfe crlterlon.
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For a constant life, the low thrust designs operate at higher Tw_ because of the
higher bulk temperature in the high heat flux regions. This higher Twg is
acceptable if its within the guideline temperature, which is true. Cyclic life
is a function of the temperature gradient between the hot-gas wall (Twg) and
the closeout structure backwall temperature (Tbw), which is approximately the
bulk temperature (Tb). Therefore, cyclic life (4 x 250) is met for all thrust
levels but requires lower Twg for the higher thrust designs because of the lower
coolant temperature in the throat and convergence region of the chamber.
Another contributor for the reversed Pc versus F trend is the combustion chamber
length (injector to throat) and contraction area ratio criteria to attain a 98%
energy release efficiency. Th___asecriteria result in a combustor (injector to
throat) average heat flux (Q/A) decrease for the lower thrust designs.
As shown in Fig. 16, the 02/CH 4 designs favor a gas generator cycle, while the
O2/C3H 8 designs favor a staged combustion cycle. This reversal is also a
function of the limiting criteria. This condition is forced by the minimum
allowable wall thickness. If this were not a limiting criterion, the gas gen-
erator cycle would be favored. This is because the lower chamber pressure
02/C3H 8 designs could meet the ultimate and yield safety factors with a wall
thickness less than the limit criterion of 0.064 em (0.025 in.).
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iENIIANCED I)ESI(IN TECIINIQUES, ANALYSIS, AND RESULTS
Three physical thermal barriers and throe fluid thermal, barriers were evaluated
plus one "other." The "other" thermal barrier was a combillation of two of the
above-noted heat l:arriers.
Tile physical barriers considered for cooling enhancement were carbon-layer,
ceramic coating (ZrO2), and AT3 graphite liner. These are applied to the
parent material hot-gas-wall surface as thermal resistances. These therma]
barriers were not applied to the tubular nozzle, except as required for some
02/RP-I nozzles to maintain a Twc <_600 F. These thermal barriers were utilized
for the channel constructed combustion chamber. Tile reasons for using unen-




The nozzle coolant AP is low compared to the combustion chamber AP.
Therefore, cooling enhancement techniques applied to the nozzle will
not significantly increase the chamber pressure limit.
The adherance of a physical barrier to tile smooth surface of the com-
bustion chamber is more practical than to a tubular nozzle surface.
This can be realized by the fact that the breakdown of physical bar-
riers is typically comprised of flaking of the carbon layer or
ceramic coating. This flaking or cracking is caused by large thermal
strains across the thermal barrier and stress deformations caused by
flexing of the parent material structure. Tile thetnnal strains of a
channel wall are nearly equal biaxial strains in a transverse and
longitudinal direction. The thermal strains of a tubular construc-
tion are biaxial, but are not equal in a transverse and longitudinal
direction. This can be realized by the fact that part of the trans-
verse thermal strain of a tubular nozzle is relieved by the flexing
of the tube hot surface which is unrestrained. The latter mechanical
strain contributes significantly to the physical barrier adherence.
The application of a graphite liner to a tubular construction is
impractic-41 and ceramic coating application may be limited.
Tile fluid thermal barriers considered for cooling enhancement were film cool-
ing, transpiration cooling, and zoned combustion. All three fluid barriers
were allotted a 3% perfornmnce loss. For reason No. 1 noted above, the associ-
ated nozzle designs were not enhanced.
A design matrix of the regenerative cooling analyses conducted for the enhanced
designs is presented in Table 5 . The gas generator cycle was utilized for
these designs since there is no significant difference between it and the staged
combustion cycle for this study. The gas generator cycle operates at lower
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A carbon coating was selected as the renewable physical thermal barrier.
Assessment
Reference 7 describes the interior of an 02/RP-I chamber after firing as
having the appearance of being freshly painted black. Inspection reveals that
the outer surface of the layer is sooty and can be easily removed by light
rubbing. Underneath this soot layer is a harder graphite-like layer that can
also be removed, but is more tenatious.
The mechanism of deposition of the carbon layer on the wall is not fully under-
stood. The elemental carbon is formed by cracking of the fuel, Evidence
exists from thermocouple measurements (Ref. 7 ) that the carbon layer builds
up during the first few seconds of operation and then_ndergoes periodic
spalling due to thermal and dynamic stresses until an equilibrium value is
achieved. Unfortunately, these fluctuations are most pronounced in the throat
region, which is usually the critical area from a thermal design standpoint.




• Type of fuel.•
• Injector design
• Amount of film cooling
• Wall • temperature
Reference 8 contains combustion chamber heat load data for FLOX/methane, FLOX/
propane, and FLOX/butene-i propellants over a range of mixture ratios. These
data have been reviewed to determine if the effect of fuel type and mixture
ratio on the carbon layer can be quantitatively correlated. These data are
presented in Table 6. From the predicted and measured heat load data in
Table 6, the average carbon layer resistance for each test was calculated in
the following manner:
l. The predicted acerage heat flux in the combustion chamber was
calculated by dividing the predicted heat load by the chamber
surface area (calculated to be 3003 cm 2, 465.5 in.2).
. A predicted average heat transfer coefficient was calculated by
dividing the average heat flux by an assumed hot gas-to-wall average
AT of 2778 K (5000 F).
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3, From the ratio of measured to predicted heat load and the average
heat transfer coefficient, the average carbon layer resistance
(x/k) was determined from the following equation:
<_.+ i> "IMeasured 0L = hg A
'Predicted Q _g A AT
(25)
These results are given in Table 6 . It was found that the carbon layer re-
sistance correlated best with the carbon atom fraction in the combustion gas,
as shown in Fig. 17. A least-squares parabolic curve fit to the data is shown.
By correlating with the carbon atom fraction the carbon layer resistance can be
determined for any hydrocarbon fuel at any mixture ratio. The injectors for
the study presented in Table had fuel coolant holes around the periphery
through which approximately 5% of the fuel flowed. The effect this has on the
carbon layer cannot be determined from the data.
The tests in Table 6 were all run at a chamber pressure of approximately 69
N/em2-(100 psia) o The average mass velocity in the combustion chamber is ap-
proximately 0,015 kg/cm2-sec (0.21 ibm/in.2-sec). Rocketdyne has developed
correlation for carbon layer resistance as a function of the combustion gas mass
velocity (Ref. 3). This correlation is shoal in Fig. 18 (the dashed line).
The test data in Fig. 18 are for 02/RP-I propellants. Additionally, a large
amount of film cooling (>10%) was used during the tests. The carbon layer
resistance for each of the three propellant combinations at their respective
mixture ratios is taken from Fig. 17 and plotted in Fig. 18 at a mass velocity
of 0.015 kg/cm2-sec (0.21 ibm/in.2-sec). Lines are then extended from these
three points parallel to the Rocketdyne-developed curve. The Rocketdyne experi-
mental carbon layer resistances are believed to be high because of the excessive
amount of film coolant. In equation form, the correlations from Fig. 18 are:
(ii.7 - 7.26G)
• 02/RP-I, MR - 2.8 x/k = e
• 02/C3H8, MR = 3.1 x/k = e (I0"9 - 7.26G)
• O2/CH4, MR - 3.5 x/k = e (9'6 - 7.26G)
where G is in kg/cm2-sec and x/k is in cm2-sec-K/kcal. In the English system
of units,, the equations are:
• 02/RP-I, MR = 2.8 x/k * e (9"0 - 0.51G)
(8.2 - 0.51G)
• 02/C3H8, MR = 3.1 x/k = e
(6.9 - 0.51G)
• 02/CH4, MR = 3.5 x/k = e
where G is in ibm/in.2-sec and x/k is in in.2-sec-R/Btu.
There is a considerable amount of uncertainty in these equations, particularly
when they are applied at high chamber pressures. However, until addtlon_1 data
become available, the solid lines of Fig. 18 represent the best available mea-
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Figure 18. Carbon Lsyer Resistance Correlations
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l_e,'_!1_in.A n:\IXS.I.2L
A e:.,,rbon Iny_:,r, t¢_ some de.gree, will. always L'XI,_I _m l:h_' h<_t-gas wa.II <_I" a
thru;_l: _'hamber us lng hydro_'arbon fro, Is. ]"m" them, ,inal.ym, s, II l;i ,'Issumed the
¢:arboll I glyer .[H telh'It:[otL.n and ,idheres to tht, _Olllbust.[on challlbel" wal. l, l.h_r
remmns prev:l_msl.y mentl<_n<,d, comlmtlble nozzl.e d_,signs dL.d no! ,_tlllze ,_ car-
ben ]ayer, ex¢]udlng the 89,000 N (20,000 Ibf) lhrust nozzle whlch requires a
nm, z1:e carbon layer to a.l.low T _<589 K (lO.b{) R).
wc
As sho_a_ :in Fig. :l.8, the carbon .layer thermal resistance (x/k) is greatl.y de-
pendant on hot-gas mass velocity (Og) and propel.l.ant combination, This mem_s
the carbon layer thermal resistance is large in the combustion chamber and
supersonic regions compared to the ht.gher heat flux throat region. 'l'herel:ore,
the enhancement belief it to be attained requires enlarging the t_oo];lllt passages
in the l'egions upstream and do_lstre-nn of the throat to provide a higher coolant:
mass velocity (mass flux) in the throat region. This tradeoff requires adjust-
tng the une.nhanced designs to provide greater cooling o17 t:he throat reg|tm,
Coolant channel geometry adjustments consist of Increasing the channel whlths
and heights upstream and downstream of the throat whil.e decreasing the channel
height in the throat. The carbon layer thermal resistance al.s{_ all.ows the hi-
width channel transitions to be located closer to the throat. There :Is a mul.tt-
rude of channel geometry varf.ations considered to meet cyclic life, structural.
criteria, and fuel. decomposition temperature limits, Therefore, specific de-
signs of certait_ propellant combinations may differ slightly from the above
general approach.
'the carbon layer enhanced design analyses parameters are summarized in Table 7
and compared to the ullenhanced chamber pressure, l_escYiptive graphical presell-
rations of these designs are presented in Ffg. 93 through 1.0O of Appen,tix D.
Compart.son of the unenhanced Pc to carbon layer enh.m¢ed 1' of Table 7 showsc
negligible increase in chamber pressure for tim carbon l,lyer enh-mced O2/CI14
and 02/C3tt 8 designs. Ilowever, there is an outstanding chamber pressure In-
crease for the 02/RP-1 "Short Chamber" design. This can be seen in l'ig. 18 where
the thermal, resistance for (1,2/RP-1 is an order ol- magnitude ,_,reater than tl.2/CII 4.
The t:hermal resistance of these two propel.lant combinations is sho_l t.n Fig. J.9
as a function o1' chamber ax:tal length. The Rt)-I carbon layer resfst:ance :is
signtf:lcantly greater t:han Cil 4, _ls denoted tn Fig. 18.
The maximum chamber pressure of the carbon layer enh'mced designs is compared
to tim unenhanced designs as a function of thrust lever in F fg. 20. All o1
the ._ ¢h ,'tgns us¢d ,I 1 inlet/1 c el 1.8, as noted in I able 7 . I n ly the 89,000
N (20,(100 lbf) thrust O._/CIt 4 design marginally exceeded the chamb¢,r pressure
guhh, l.:lne l. tmi.t ot: 28bO_N/cm 2 (4.1..5[) psta), h'very minimal reduction in I'[nlet/
1' could he ascertained for a chamber pressure limit-desigu.
¢
The overp<_wering affect of l:he RP-1. carbon thormal resl.stam, e ca, b<, seen in
a chamber pressure [llt'Fl.'aSt' II'O111 the nllonhallt, ed 2,b(_9,(100 N ((_OO,(]O(l Ib() lhrust
"short chamber" deslgL1 at 890 N/cm 2 (1300 psta) tl) a ¢arbm_ enhanct, d design at
'_"-_"_,._N/cm 2 (3300 psia) for, the Two l.tmit of 589 li (10b011). The S|_Bl[ftt';lnce O|
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Figure 20. Effect of Thrust on Regenerative Cooling Limit for Carbon Layer
Enhanced Designs Compared to Unenhanced Designs
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enhanced 2,669,000 N (6¢)0,C)00 ]bf) thrust "long chamben:" c:ould not: meet tile 'r
Wclim:lt at 1700 P , approxlmateJy 1.11. K (2(10 R) above the T lJnflt.
C WC
( 1':_AM[C (,( A]. IN(,
Zirconium oxide (ZrO2) was selected as the ceramic coating for a physical ther-
mal barrier.
Assessment
Zirconium oxide is a low thermal conductivity material (Guideline Table Ill).
This low thermal conductivity provides an excellent thermal barrier. However,
because of this fact, and the fact that it is a low ductility material, the use
of its application is limited to thin thicknesses for high chamber pressure.
To maintain the surface temperature limit <1944 K (3500 R), the thicknesses
employed were between 0.0025 em (0.001 in.) and 0.0127 cm (0.005 in.). This
is within reasonable control. The large thermal gradients across the coat-
ing thickness means large thermal strains. This also dictates the surface
temperature limit. It is the most utilized ceramic coating for reducing
hot-gas wall temperatures in high heat flux rocket engines.
Design Analysis
The cyclic life of ZrO_ coatings enhances the life of the parent combustor
NARIoy-Z material. Th 2 cyclic life of the ZrO 2 coating is undefinable at this
time. It is most likely tl.at the ceramic coating will have to be replenished a
number of times during the life of the NARIov-Z chamber. For reasons previously
mentioned, compatible nozzle designs did not employ a ceramic coating.
The ceramic-coated O2/CH 4 and O?/C.;H 8 designs provide a significant increase in
chamber pressure as compared to_th_ unenhanced designs. The results of these
analyses are sunmmrized in Table 8, and the descriptive graphic presentations
are shown in Fig. 107 through 117 in Appendix D. The 89,000 N (20,000 Ibf),
thrust O2/RP-I "long chamber" design (for liquid/liquid injection) was within
the decomposition temperature limit (Two) for 680 N/cm 2 (i000 psla) chamber
pressure. Ilowever, the large bulk temperature rise of the chamber plus nozzle
would require an enhanced nozzle design to stay within the coolant wall temper-
ature limit.
The chamber pressure benefits attainable with ceramic coating arc shown in Fig.
21. As noted in Table 8 and Fig. 21, two of these designs were at reduced
Pinlet/P c to stay within the chamber pressure guidelines. These were the 8q,O00
N (20,000 ibf) thrust O2/C3118 and the 667,200 N (150,O00 ibf) thrust O2/CH 4
designs.
The 02/RP-I "short-chamber' benefits are for a Two limit of 589 K (1060 R)
instead c_f life limited. This accounts for the reversed chamber pressure
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Figure 21. Effect of Thrust on Regenerative Cooling Limits for ZrO2




Typ:[cal ZrO 2 combustion chamber designs resulted i.n an increased nozzle attach-
nlent tires ratio because of the higher chamber pressure with tin unenhanced noz-
zle. The ceramic coating of the nozzle was allotted a hi-thickness similar to
thc.. bi-thickness of the combustion chamber wall to stay within the. guideline
ZrO 2 surface temperature limits• This is noted in Table 8, a_td the graphic
design presentatfon figures in Appendix I_.
GRAPIIITE LINER
ATJ Graphite was reconmlended for the graphite liner physical thermal barrier.
Assessment
The recommended constraints were 0.i in. minimum thickness with a maximum hot-
gas surface temperature of 1644 K (2960 R). It is Rocketdyne's experience that
ATJ graphite is superior to ATJ at elevated temperature. Neither does Rocket-
dyne's experience support a 1644 K (2960 R) operation of either material in
oxygen-bearing propellant combinations.
The graphite liner analysis guidelines utilized ATJ graphite at a maximum sur-
face temperature of 1644 K (2960 R) and a manufacturers wall thickness of 0.254
to 1.27 cm (0.i00 to 0.500 in.). The wall thickness limits were a function of
chamber diameter. The thicker liner was for the larger thrust engines. These
thickness were recoum_ended based on information from Union Carbide, the manu-
facturer. Union Carbide was consulted several times to further establish the
feasibility of a graphite liner for thermal control. With the design guideline
of up to 12-inch-diameter injector end chamber with a conventional convergent
and divergent throat section for a total length up to 18 inches, the minimum
practical ATJ thickness would be 1.28 cm (0.,5 in.) for a 2,669,000 N (600,000
ibf) thrust chamber. Anythin less-than that would result in machining problems
and service cracks. Even with the i/2-inch thickness, the liner may have to be
made up of cemented segments. Furthermore, it was confirmed that the maximum
recommended temperature is 922 K (1660 R) in an oxidizing environment, which is
less than the guideline temperature utilized.
As will be shown later, the use of ATJ was not feasible at these high chamber
pressures; therefore, other graphite liner prospects were reviewed, i.e.,
pyrolitlc graphite and "graphoil-laminate" graphite. These types of graphites
can be applied in thinner layers (>5 mils). However, the thermal conductivity
perpendicular to the hot wall results in thermal conductances greater than an
order of'magnitude beyond those of AT,] graphite, being near the thermal resist-
ance of ZrO 2. Although these types of graphite allows a reduced liner thick-
ness, the increase in thermal conductivity perpendicular to the wall negates
their ability to he applied as thinner layers within manufacturing guidelines•
Figure 22 compares the conductivity of ATJ graphite to the conduetlvitles of
pyrolitic graphite and "grafoll" laminate, Because of the decreased conductl-
vities of pyrolltic graphite materials, their liner thickness re,st be on the
order of several thousandths of an inch thick for high ch.'nnb¢_rpressures. Pyro-
litic graphite can be deposited with a vapor deposition process in f_Irly thin
films, but the high vapor d¢_posltlng temperature itself would make it unfeasible
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material propert:les of tile NARI.oy-Z. Preformed pyl:olttic gl:aphlte ].:[.ners would
be extremel.y difficult to handle and install and it would be impractical to
_xpect them t_o wlti_stand the extreme thrust eilamber conditions. Forming a
liner by cementing Jointed segments together only a few thousandths of an inch
th:l.ck Is possible, bt, t: impract:Ical.
The 5-mi:l "grafoil" laminate is bonded to a surface in the form of a thin _ape.
This graphite liner technique is :Inferior to the two previously described liners
because of its inherently weak structural :lntegr:Ity. 'in addition, the thermal
resistances of the "grafoil" laminate and the pyrolltic graphlte would exc.eed
that of the 0,l-inch ATJ liner.
Design Analysis
A comparative assessment indicated that the.graphite liner thickness specified
by the manufacturer and the guideline surface temperature were incompatible.
Howerver, several designs were analyzed to provide greater insight to the
problem.
An initial analysis was made utilizing an ATJ graphite liner with a minimum
guidelines thickness of 0.254 cm (0.i0 in.) on the O2/CH4, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 lbf), Pc = 2144 N/cm 2 (3110 psia) combustion chambcc. The purpose of
this analysis was to determine the benefit of the graphite 15ner attached to the
combustor hot wall of an unenhanced design with minimum guideline thickness.
The result of'this analysis shows that the ATJ graphite liner is strongly lim-
ited in its use at high heat fluxes as a cooling enhancer by its hot-gas surface
temperature. In this case, the ATJ surface temperature reached 2665 K (4779 R).
Although all other design criteria can be improved from the unenhanced chamber
case by the use of the ATJ liner at the cooling pressure limit of the unenhanced
case, the surface temperatures attained within any acceptable thickness range
of the graphite liner requires thechamber pressure to be reduced below the
unenhanced limit.
In order to make a comparison between the graphite liner and ceramic coating,
ATJ graphite was considered on an otherwise unaltered ceramic coated enhanced
case, The ATJ lining was applied to the O2/C3H 8, 89,000 N (20,000 Ibf), Pc =
2758 N/cm 2 (4000 psia) design. In order to maintain a maximum liner hot-gas
surface temperature of ].644 K (2960 R) the thermal resistance x/k was reduced
by 1.8% less than for the ZrO 2 case. Thi._ required an ATJ thickness of 0.04 cm
(0.016 in.) upstream from the attachment point through the throat. The ATJ
liner thickness in the combustion zone was 0.06 cm (0.024 in.). The result was
a sharp decrease in cycle llfe due to fatigue. The ATJ surface temperature
reached 1792 K (3226 R) in the throat region. For th_s comparison, the graphite
liner thickness was held to a value much less thnn posslb]o for manufacturing
criteria, and the llner surface temperature reached leve.ls that would cause
rapid oxidation of the ATJ liner.
The above design analysis shows that even a graphite throat insert would need
be considerably thinner than the design guideline.
This study shows that graphite l.:tners are really only apl_l, icable for space-en-
gine type low heat flux combustion chambers, This is particularly true of
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pyrolitic graphite applied as an INTEREGEN heat sink chamber harrier, since they
have an axial x/k equivalent to copper with a very low perpendicular x/k.
FiLM COOI,ING
Film coo]trig was selected as one of the thrcu thermal, fluid barriers. It has
been extensively used to some degree in most liquid propellant rocket engines.
For this study a 3% performance loss is accepted,
As ses smell t
A number of film-cooling heat transfer models were evaluated. Most of tile
existing analytical models assume that the presence of the film does not affect
the heat transfer coefficient between the wall and film, and concentrate on
prediction of the effective-film temperature as a function of distance from the
injection point. These models utilize a "dry wall" heat transfer coefficient
and assume no mixing of the free stream main core flow with the film cooling.
The Hatch and Pappell model (Ref. 9) and the Tribus-Klein model (Ref. i0) use
this approach. These are two commonly used models for assessing film cooling
effects of rocket engines.
A more accurate approach to compute the heat transfer rate between a gaseous
film coolant and wall is to predict both a heat transfer coefficient and an
effective film temperature. This is particularly true when the film-coolant
properties are different from the free stream gas. One such correlation for
predicting the film heat transfer coefficient was developed at Rocketdyne (Ref.
ii) and assumes equal Mach numbers of film and free stream gases to relate the
heat transfer coefficient of the film to the "dry wall" heat transfer coeffi-
cient as:
2/3 :/2
hg Cpg \ rf Yf Hg Tf
(26)
This approach accounts for a mass balance in the film where the concentration
difference is expressed as a ratio of flow rates and injection mass fluxes:
--. = = G _-_. ÷ Le C--_- \me wf/
_x p _x pg
The entrainment of the free stream gas into the film is accountable by Imp:Inge-
ment (the f-irst term) and by diffusion (the second term),
The film thickness (A) is related to the zero film cooling thermal thickness as
derived from the integral, c:nergy balance equation and assumes the velocity
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For subsonic flow, the temperature ratio is unity, and Eq. 27 becomes:












The variables are separated in Eq. 29 and integrated after substitution of
Eq. 30 from the end of the wall jet region, xI, to the location x to give the
film flowrate as:
__w£ U_ P2/3 ( 0.8 0.8) (31)= I + 0.03?' (K ÷ Le) Re - Re
w¢ w Pr x x1
c g
Assuming no coolant is lost from the film allows the film temperature ratio to
be expressed in terms of the film flowrate as:
-" -Tf +C _ - i
n Tg Pc
(32)
Combining Eq. 31 and 32 gives:
C
! = 1 ÷ 0.037 (K * Le) pg _ p 0.8
Pr 2/'3 (Rex
q Cpc we g
0.8
- Re ) (33)
xI
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The ana].ytical model film temperature ratio shoul.d, therefore._ be a linear func-
tion of the l_arnmoLer B* wh:I.ch is similar to the parameter,q u,,_ed by other in-





Therefore, an equation of the genera], form:
! = i * :(B* - B" ) (35)
o
was used to evaluate test data. The Lewis number and, hence, the slope, B,
were evaluated based on a slot Reynolds number as suggested by Hatch and Pappell.
n (36)
: a ÷ b Re s
:Fhe correlation equation for the slope that gave the minimum data scatter to,
predict the end of the wall Jet region is:
0.4
= 0.037 (K + Le) = 0.04 +0.004 Re s (37)
Data fit of Eq. 36 indicates that K is of the order of unity.
In developing these correlations, it was observed that a large part of the data
scatter was apparently due to a coolant injection velocity effect. This typ_
of effect was noted by Hatch end Pappell for coolant injection velocities ap-
proximately equal to the free stream velocity where the coolant efficiency
exhibits a local maximum. In addition to this effect, it: was noted during this
study that the coolant efficiency also exhibited a local minimum at a value of
0.4 for the slot coolant parameter, B* s. Thus, for the range of conditions
covered by the test data (Uc <Ug), the best correlation for the slope of the
temperature ratio was:
B _
(_: 0.04 * 0.041 Re 0.4 s (38)
s (I + B,s,J3. S
Combining Eq. 37 and 38





The? f;l.lm-coolli_g data of Ref. 9 and 12 through 1.4 are e.orrelated in Fig. 23.
'l?h__. data of Itat_dl and Pappell (Ref. 9) is .Mmwn to correlate well w|th sial:
sizes and fil.m-.coo].ant flowrate :in Fig. 24. Corre]ation of data from Ref. ]5
:is shown Ill Fig. 25 for ni.t:rogen film cao].ing of a JP-4/GO 2 thrllst _:hamber.
l,':Igurt_ 26 Mmws f;h_', cc_rr(:_latl.lm of a RockeCdyne APS 02/H 2 hydrogen fll.m--cooled
chamber.
The primary equations used in the film-cooling computer program are Eq. 26,
34,, and 39. The entrainment of core gas :in t:he coolant film by diffusion is
accountable by tim Lewis number. The entrainment by impingement G 3A/3x was
correlated to be unity as noted by K of Eq.. 37. Therefore, the heat trans-
ferred to the film coolant by mixing is by the correlating diffusion and im-
pingement relationships. The coolant propert:les are adjusted by subsonic flow
relationships to obtain the film properties. The coolant film convective heat
transfer coefficient is obtained from Eq. 26. A film heat flux to the wall is
then obtained by the product of the hf and (Tf - Twall). For use in the regen-
erative cooling program, the hf and Tf are input at each axial station in place
of the hg and Taw used for dry wall calculations.
The film cooling efficiency used for the 02/CH 4 designs and O2/C3H 8 designs is
0.20. This is compatible with design considerations and efficiencies of other
experimenters, accounting for molecular weight sensitivity and slot injection
characteristics.
Design Analysis
The film-cooling efficiency used for these designs was 20%. This is compatible
with design considerations and efficiencies used by other experimenters con-
sidering the slot injection characteristics and working fluid properties. The
film-cooling characteristics are defined by a film-cooling mathematical model
previously described which defines the film convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient, hg, and the film boundary temperature, Tf, as a function of chamber con-
tour. These values are then utilized in the regenerative cooling analysis to
generate the cooling geometry of the main combustion chamber.
The amount of film cooling used relates to a specific impulse loss of 3%. The
combustion gas temperature was corrected from the theoretical to the guideline
specified energy release efficiency (nc,) of 98% as follows:
2
To Actual = To x (_e,) (40)
Theoretical
Ii
Although the allocated film cooling reduces the total performance to 95%, the
actual, efficiency of the adjacent hot-gas core is operating at 98% energy
rel_ase efficiency..
Film-cooling characteristics were evaluated for several slot injection geo-
metries and assumed efficiencles wi "_.n practical application, The results In-
dic:ate i,egligible effects in the fi_m boundary except for the first 2 in, m_ar
the point of injection. Typical s_ot widths used were between 0.152 cm (0.060
in.) and 0.304 cm (0.120 An.). Except for large variations, the film-coolant
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flowrate (or effective efficiency) did not significantly Impac_ the chamber
design. This is realized by the fact that the larger flowrate reflects a lower
film temperature and, correspondingly, a higher heat transfer coefficient as a
function of chamber length.
Tile results of these analyses are depicted in Table 9 and Fig. 27 and compared
to the unenhanced chamber pressure. The descriptive graphic presentations of
these designs are shown_ in Fig. 118 through 128 in Appendix D. All f_im-cooling
designs utilized an unenhanced nozzle design with the cham _er-to-nozzle attach
point and nozzle tube unformed tube diameter changed appropriately for adequate
cooling of the unenhanced nozzle to meet life. A Pin/Pc ratio of 1.8 was used
for all designs to establish a maximum Pc trend for enhanced cooling. This re-
sulted in the 02/Cll4 667,000 N (150,000 ibf) and the 02/C3H 8 89,000 N (20,000
ibf) thrust designs exceeding the chamber pressure guidelines.
The coolant passage geometry changes relative to the unenhanced designs nearly
parallel those of the ceramic-coated combustion chambers. This is primarily
attributed to the fact that the hot-wall heat flux profile is nearly constant
throughout the combustor, except for the first several inches downstream of the
injector. As the film cooling progresses down the combustor, the (film hg/dry
wall hg) decreases and the film temperature increases. This results in a near
uniform heat flux reduction, which is typically 20% to 30% below the unenhanced
designs for all propellant combinations. These trends are typically shown in
Fig. 28. RP-I provides the greatest film-cooling benefit. This is attributed
to a lower specific heat (Cp) which results in a lower film temperature as a
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Figure 27. Effect of Thrust on Regenerative Cooling Limits for Film




















Transpiration cooling is applied by removing a regenerative-cooled section of
the throat and replacing it with a section that inputs some fuel coolant
through slots or a porous material. The optimum type of transpiration cooling
is a wafer-type which also benefits from convective cooling and c_nduction as
tile transpiration coolant is injected through slots to the hot-gas wall. How-
ever, this study considers only the conventional type of transpiration cool-
ing. It is assumed that the coolant is injected through a porous-type
material and there are no convective or conduction benefits. Also, only CH4
and C3H 8 are considered because of the potential coking problems with RP-I -
fuel.
Assessment
Considerable analytical and experimental effort has been expended in past
years in the area of transpiration cooling. Most analyses, however, consid-
ered laminar flow systems, largely because this type is more amenable to
solution. There has been some work in the area of turbulent flow.
The successful turbulent correlation of the Rannie equation for similar gas
injection (Ref.16) suggested that his approach has a reasonably firm basis for
extension to foreign gas injection. The original equation derived by Rannie
is:
1
o-J/_-me b -37G--=-Reb" _r
Taw-T 0 g g (41)




where the ratio C /C reflects one of the properties differences between the
C
injected coolant _nd _zmary gases. A more accurate analysis would use
enthalpy rather than temperature differences. Using this concept in a
derivation similar to Rannie's, one obtains the following relation (Ref. 5):
Ji Gc -Uw._ 0. I 37Gc ._lw. 0.-37_-(_. )Ee b (,-_,) RebH -H g * _g
_$___c = +(1.18 Reb0"l-l)(l-e e
Hw-Hc
iPr (42)
A viscosity ratio correction (_w/_l,) has been included to account for the
change across the sublayer. Tile asterisk denotes an appropriate mean value of
T ,_'
a paranleCer in tile sublayer. 'the entha.lpy at the wall. (1t) refers to the
enthalpy of the mixture at the wall and I.s, therefore_,, no_ readily obtained
w:[thout consideration of the concentration profile of the injected gas. An
equilibrium content'.rat:Ion profile ex:l.st._ whenever a foreign gas is :Injected
into the flow of a primary gas. Knowledge of this profile Is na<'essary not
only for ewtluatlug the enthalpy of the mixture at the wa[l, but, also, for
use in determining mean sublayer values of wlrious parameters. The calcula-
tion of this profile can be accomplished in the same mam_m: that Rannie
develops for his basic transpiration relation and is given below:
1-37G c II, b p, bClg-i Sc, I_6 ReO'l-l)(l-e g g c,
-- = + (1.18 ) e
Clw-i Sc H,
(43)
Equation 43relates the mainstream and wall concentration of the injected gas
as a function of various parameters. To determine the wall concentration, it
is necessary to specify the concentration of the injected gas in the main-
stream (C.). The usual assumption is that C. =0, thereby implying that all
of the injected gas remains in the boundary l_er. Having selected a value
for Clg, Eq. 43 may be solved for Clw:
I (44)
Clw = i -
where _ = righthand side of Eq. 43
The relation (Eq.44) above, used in conjunction with Eq.42, represents the
solution to the problem of transpiration cooling using foreign gas injection.
The actual solution requires the use of a digital computer because of the
iterative process involved. To perform the necessary calculations, the varia-
tion of viscosity, Schmidt number, and Prandtl number witl_ concentration must
be known,
Calculations for hydrogen injection into air were performed using the preceed-
ing analytical technique, and were compared with results based on the original
form of the Rannie equation. The variation of the parameters of interest with
concentration were obtained from Ref. 17. The results of the analysis are pre-
sented in Fig. 29, where the usual temperature ratio term Tl= (T . - T /Tw., -
_ . aw c _ _;
T ) is presented as a function of the coolant to gas _iow ra.tio requirements.
I_ is apparent that the modified analysis presented |lerein predicts consider-
ably less coolant flow required to maintain a given wall termperature than
does the Rannie equatlou,
The validity of the modified analysis is strengthened if a simp]e heat balance
is considered. If it is assumed that the Stanton number (St) is unaffected by
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Figure 29. Comparison of the Modified Analysis _or Foreign Gas




-i__ =. 1 + - _- --Pc c
'l'wg St Cpg Gg
(45)
which is also plotted in Fig. 29 using the standard relation for Stanton
number :
_g CpgJ x
It is apparent in Fig. 29 that the Rannie relation and the heat balance rela-
tion are near].y identical. It is known, however, that the effect of "blowing"
is to reduce the Stanton number and, thereby, the coolant flowrate require-
ments so that ahe modified analysis appears more appropriate. Ho,-ever, be-
cause of the simplicity of the heat balance relationship, it will bo used in
this study for the transpiration cooling analyses.
Combining Eq. 45 and 46:
hgx I_aw- T cG = -- T ' - (47)
c Cpc \ wg c





In determining the effect of transpiration cooling in conjunction with regen-
erative cooling on the design chamber pressure limits, several assumptions must
be made. the required hot-gas wall temperature, T , was established as 589 K
(I060R) to meet cycle life, c_ has been a restrictiW_ factor. Second, the
transpiration coolant flowrate will nominally be 3.5% of the total propel|ant
mass flowrate to meet the 3% performance loss criteria.
These previous.correlations represent transpiration cooling efficiencies of
100%. The actual hot-gas wall area cooled with transpiration cooling dep;irtcd
from this value with the assumption of an 85% cooling efficiency.
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The rot_o_lorzltiv_ ¢_ol.ing circ.u:lt ch_,_en l'or t_ll]_ allalysi,q 1,_ all upl_as,q cll._o.llit
which bypas,_o._ the, throat and ¢!olllhHHtiOll ellalnbt_r s|lrface ar_a to be transp:Ir_.-
ties coo.1¢_d, Th_ l|;all,gpl.rat.l._ll c.oo.l.allt f]_w enters at the _;an|o tenlpel:ature as
the regtult'rai:tw' coolant l_low, The, coolant is mantfoldc_d al"otllld a portHl_ wall]
through wh I.eh tlu., c.ool;iElt_ tr;msl_lr_':_ thro,gh the hot-F,;ts wall and f¢_rm,_ a film
that. mtx_,,_ wl.th the Loundary tayer. The cool:lng :Ls basically der:lvcd from the . - '
h_at capac:ltance o17 the c<_oil,unl, l?:lgure 30 1.1]u-stl;ates the coo.l.ing des:lgn
ana.l.yzed for th_, O,,/C,. z and O9/(,31t _ propel.lent combination. Whlle it is real-
:|.zeal that the t_ranspil"atlon c_o.l.i:uff.l mu,_t have a vat'|able pressure along the:
:l.nj_:eLion surface of the poirou8 wa]| to ;lccomm_date the variable hot-gas flow
condl.t:.l.on,_, pat'ameters are avei:aged over the cooling surface area. The re-
duced efficiencies are ;is'_umed to accoun_ for m.'.iJd_strib,.t_on of the cooling.
Og/RP-] was not c'ousiderc,d for tr,'ulspiratlon cooling because of the probabil-
ily of RP-I. "oking and plugging tht, pores of the wail material.
The trausplration cooled design results are SUlmnarized in Table i0 and compared
to the unenhaneed chamber pressure limits. The chamber designs are grsphlcally
presented in Fig. 129 through 132 of Appendix D. The nozzle designs are |den _
tical to those for other thermal barriers as graphically presented in Fig. 108,
112, 137, and 140 of Appendix D. All transpiration cooled designs were at the
guideline chamber pressure limits-with the exception of the 2,669,000 N (600,000
ibf) thrust 02/C3H 8.
The chamber geometry reflecting the transpiration-cooled areas and regenera-
tively cooled areas is summarized in Table ii. The transpiration-cooled area
(A_o) was defined by Eq.48. The transpiration-cooled insert was terminated
ju_ downstream of the geometric throat. Ehe attractiveness of this approach
to increase chamber pressure limits is dependent on recovering most of the
very high regenerative velocity head at both discharge regions. This would
require some very unique designs in these regions. Practical designs would
not suffice. However, design optimization of the regenerative-cooled dis-
charge regions and possibly the use of a more optimum wafer-type
transpiration-cooled region should reflect the design limits established by
this study.
ZONED COMBUSTION
Zoned combustion (mixture ratio bias) is a means of normally reducing the wall
heat flux by running the outer perimeter of injector elements at a mixture
ratio below nominal (where the nominal mixture ratio is below stoichiometric)
while running the core elements at a mixture ratio above nominal. In theory,
this provides a reduced temperature combustion gas al.on_* tile wall with a high
temperature core flow. From a cooling standpoint, the most effective case of
zoned combustion would be tile ].ira|ring case of film cooling where the outer
zone mixture ratio, ill effect, becomes zero.
Assessment
One method of normally reducing combustor wall heat flux is tlle use of low
mixture ratio zones in the elements adjacent to the wa].]. This is close}y akin
to fi.lm cooling except, instead of directLng fuel streams on or adjacent to
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ABLE ii. TRANSPIRATION COOLED COMBUSTION CIIAMBER
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Local flame tu'mperaturu', al_d t|le average gas flm_ temperature through a f;lI.rly
thick Layer adJm, ent to the wal. I. The dtsadvantago of this system ls _hat the
outer row of in.joel:Ion e.lemet_t,q t yl, lca.lJy .l.nw_lve a high perc_,ntage of the
In.letted mass. Thb; I.s esl)eel.;tlly t:rue for :mini let englm,s where thls outer
zm_e exceeds hal.l' the total, flow.
The outt, r row ,lass flow was determined for the three typLcal engine sizes In
the range of interest for uhls study. Several items go into tile estimate for
each o1! these sizes. For exampJe, the smallest engine wa,_ 89,000 N (20,000
lbf) thrust engine with a 10.16-cm (4-in.) combustion chamber diameter. The
first 0.51 cm (0.20 in.) radial distance at the injector face was assumed to
be acoustic cavity for providing damping for combustion stability. An esti-
mate was then made oi" tile manifold size atld element spacing that would be ex-
pected in an injector of this size and flowrate. The outer zone was taken as
the area outside a median llne between the outer element location and tile
second row of injection e]ements all the way to tile combustor wall (including
that area utilized for the acoustic cavity). The median line between the
outer and the second row o17 elements was estimated to be 6.60 cm (2.6 in.) in
diameter, the area outside of that line being 58% of the total combustor-face
area. Uniform inject:ion mass flux was assumed, which means that 58 percent of
the total mass flow should likewise be injected in thls zone.
The other injector examples are treated in a similar manner. The l;,rger in-
jectors will require a wider acoustic cavity, and physically larger manifolds.
This means that tile mean line betweeT_ tile outer row and tile second row will be
radially further from the wall in a larger chamber, but tile percent of area in
the outer zone will decrease. An example, the mean line for a 25.40 cm (10-
in.) diameter c|mmber is estimated to be 20.8 em (8.2 in.) chamber). The
outer zone percentage for this size cllamber is 33% of tile total. A similar
technique results in an outer zone area of 21% for a 83.5 cm (25 in.) chamber.
These w_lues are typical for ordinary fabrication techniques, and it _s possi
ble to provide somewhat smaller zones with special attention to design and
fabrication. Also, different element types result in differing spacing with
elements such as coaxial or triplets requiring wider spaces than tile doublet
configuration assumed in this study. Deliberate interzone mixing also c;m be
introduced to limit the mass percentage involved with tile outer wall zone.
Also, an element row can be designed, whi,'h has a mixture ratio bias with[n
the element zone to reduce the mass fraction involved at the low ratio. Typi-
cal of this approach is tile use of edge-impinglng fans in llke-lmplngiug doub--
let systems, with fan offset in the outer row (Fig. 31 ). All of timse
techniques have been appli_.d [n previous injector designs with varying degrees
of success. The reduction in coo Litlg effectiveness by tt'm_sverse mixing is
difficult to predict, and be'comes even more unpredlctlble as these alternate
techniques are used to provide thinner low mixture ratio sections. These type
of designs would require use of tlle Rocketdyne film-cooling model to determine
their effectiveness.
Specific :impulse performance looses and shifts ill mixture ratio were determim-d
t-or a zoued in,lector combustor. Critecia for the zoned dcsfF, n were based on
practical halrdware, ln,_ector inlp[llgenleut area crtlss seetlOllS. For the thret,
thrust levels, Table 12 summarizes typica l _:hamber and ;'one d imens tons and

































THRUST, N CHAMBER DIAMETER DIAMETER Dc
(Ibf) cm DCH INCHES cm (INCHES)
89,000 (20,000) ]0.2 (4) 6.6 (2.6)
667,000 (150,000) 25.4 (lO) 20.8 (8.2)








TabLe 12 data are applicable for all three propellant combinations (02/111'-1,
O /CH , O /C II ). Relative zo_al flowrates shown in Table 12 were estahllshed
2 4 2 ' 8
using the cr_ter:ia afforded by minimum stream boundary mixing within tile eham-
bor. This was satisfied by selecting equal stream mass velocities, (Or=w/A).
The mathematical relationships governing mixture ratio shifts, (core and outer
zone) are given by the following equations:
MReng - MRouter ID _Zone Cl -_  Coro 2
A + 1 + MRoute r _ Dcore 2 I (49)
Zone
MREng + A (50)
MRcore = i - A
IEng +
+__DcH2 - Dcore21
Ic°re_vac De're--_ ) lOuterVacZone
Vac
1 +
DCH 2 - Dcore 2
Zonal specific impulse was generated using the JANNAF One-Dimensional Kinetics
(ODK) Computer program. Reaction rate data used were those published on
i0 January 1977 and represents the latest selected by the JANNAF Performance
Standardization Working Group. Computations were made for a range of area
ratios. However, for comparative studies, a single area ratio was selected,
e.g., 400 to i. Kinetic specific impulse is dependent on engine size
relatively a weak function with slight improvements with higher thrust.
Performance analysis results are shown in Fig. 32 through 34. For selected
percentages of I vacuum losses, the curves may be used to determine opera-
tional core and _uter zone mixture ratios. The general nature of the curves
does show larger performance losses for a fixed outer zone mixture ratio with
higher amounts of outer zone flowrates. Performance sensitivity decreases with
smaller amounts of outer zone film-cooling requirements.
84
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The zoned combustion ch,mllber design analysis utilized a performance loss of 3%.
The zoned combustion mixture ra_.o and core mixture ratio are depicted in ],'_g,
35 for the the three propellant combinations and thrust levels. The thermal
analysis utilized the convective heat trazmfer coefficient and .,_diabatie wall
temperature assoeiat'ed with the reduced z.one mixture ratio. The chambeJ: and
nozzle surface and throat areas were for the nominal mixture ra_io. In general,
it was handled as a low mixture ratio ease.
The zoned combustion outer zone and core mixture ratio also were based on a con-
stant injection OV and overall nominal mixture ratio. The alloca_ed 3% perfor-
mance loss is related to the theoretical performance of the zoned mixture L'atio
of the core and outer zone. The theoretical performance for the three propellant
combinations is sho_m in Fig. 36 as a function of propellant mixture ratio. These
values are based on the JANNAF One-Dimensional Kinetics (ODK) computer program.
The nominal mixture ratio used for this study is denoted for each propellant com-
bination.
The zoned combustion approach is graphically presented in Fig. 37 for the three
thrust levels for the 02/CH 4 propellant combination. The guideline 3% perfor-
mance less is shown by a 3% vertical displacement from the peak performance
(nominal mixture ratio). The outer zone and core mixture ratio for a constant
injection OV is a straight line intersecting the 3% vertical offset. The slope
of this line is determined by the percentage of outer zone mass flowrate to the
total mass flowrate, as depicted for the three thrust levels. It can be seen
in Fig.37 that the 3% performance loss is associated with the reduced perfor-
mance core and outer zone mixture ratio. Therefore, it can be rationalized
that the characteristic velocity efficiency (De*) of the zonal mixture and core
mixture are at the nominal guideline efficiency of 98% as controlled by the
injector/chamber design. This means that the theoretical combustion tempera-
ture of the outer zone would, ac_ordlngly, be reduced to reflect 98% Dc*. flow-
ever, the actual characteristic velocity (e*) for sizing the chamber throat is
3% lower than used few the nominal mixture ratio instea4 of the acnual c*
presented in the propellant properties figures (Appendix B). The actual c*
presented in the propellant properties figures reflects an overall mixture ratio
equal to the outer zone mixture ratio.
The hot-gas-side convective heat transfer coefficient (hg) profile used a bound-
ary layer analysis for the six design cases noted in Table 5. As might be ex--
pected, the hg increases for the reduced mixture ratio of the outer zone near
the wall. The boundary layer convective heat transfer coefficient is a function
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The l_c.al heat fl.ux I,_
(.s3)
Q/A = hg (T -T
" aw wg )
The zoned combustion heat f].ux can be compared to the nominal mixture l'atio Ileal
f I ux by :
(q/A)Zone Zone
.............. m; i ....
(o,/A)Nora. HZone/\ \ Phom/ \Prz°ne/





Although the adiabatic wall temperature (Taw) is substantially reduced for tile
zoned ndxture ratio, the zoned heat f].ux provides little or no benefit toward
Increasing the chamber pressure. This trend is shown in Fig. 38 for the res-
pective mixture ratio and chamber pressure for each propellant combination at tile
noted thrust level. The chamber pressure of the zoned combustion design to attain
a life of (250 x 4) cycles is related to tim nominal unenhanced design by:
I' i.25




This results in the unen|Imleed O2/CII4 design chamber pressure being increased
from 2144 N/cm 2 (3110 psla) to 2344 N/cm 2 (3400 psia). Graphic presentation
of this design is presented in Fig.133 and 134, Appendix D. The only other propel-
lant combination and thrust level that would attain a higher chamber pressure would
be the 89,000 N (20,000 ]bf) thrust 02/RP-I desigu. However, the 89,000 N
(20,000 ibf) thrust O2/RP-I unenhanced design could not meet the coolant wal]
criterion (589 K, 1060 R). Therefore, it was not deemed necessary to evaluate
this zoned combustion design.
Undoubtably, one would expect a reduced heat flux for a lower mixture ratio as
denoted by zoned combustion. However, as previously noted, the outer zone
operates at a 11c* = 98% as des:[gned for a constant injection pV. Therefore,
tile anoly,_is is representative of a chamber designed to operate at this mixture
ratLo as though [t were a constant overall mixture ratio. A theoretica] heat
flux plateau exists for all propellant combinations for the mixture ratio dome
region of maximum energy release elf:it|ency. There are Rocketdyne experimental
02/112 data that tend to support this trend over a mixture ratio range of 5.0 to
7.0 for a constant .|nlectlon overall mixture ratio ....
There are. also experLmental O2/I12 zoned combustion data that eont l*adfct tilts-
mml:ysls, llowever, these data are primarily for injectors that were designed
for nominal mixture ratio and later modtf:ted for reduced outer zone mixture
rat In to alley|ate combustor wall. hot spots as a function of circumferential
position. These latter Injector des:lgns do not operate at a constant .l.ujector
pV. It is believed that zone.d combustion provides a heat flux redtlct.[on gl'eat.t'l"
than theoret t ca]..ly predicted because | t actual..ly suppressses the local heal


























































m[xturt, ratto varl.at:ltms off nominal. Besides, it :Is difficul.t to hell.ore
that z<mcd comlm.qt[on has ].ess effect in reducing the heat f.l.ux than a nonop-
t.[ll_tll_l nomind[ m[xttll:t_ r;lt[o illjt3ctor with a :_Imilar perforl]lal]c{, I()ss whQ.l?e:
't'aw tx (Uc*) 2 (56)
and
(57)
Q/A t, (Taw - '_'wg)
This reduction in heat flux has been experimentally verified as a function of
perl:ormance loss. Therefore, a 3% performance loss of a less efficient nominal
mixture ratio injector represents an 11% reduction in heat flux, which is con-
siderably greater than theoretically reflected by zoned combustion. This is
one area that needs experimental verification for O2/hydrocarbon-fueled engines.
"OTHER" THE[LMAL BARRIERS
A combination physical, and fluid thermal barrier was selected. There were
several combinations considered. Transpiration cooling and film cooling were
the contenders as :fluid barriers, each with a 3% performance loss. Zoned com-
bustion did not show promising aspects. Ceramic (ZrO9) coating and carbon
layer were the physical, barrier contenders. The graphite liner did not show
any promising aspects. It was also determined from design ana]yses of single
thermal barriers that the combination barrier for O2/CH 4 and O2/CqHg would
differ from that for Og/RP-I. The combination of tQo fluid baPri@.rg was not
considered because of Elm large performance loss. Although transpiration cool-
ing showed the greatest chamber pressure.increase potential, it was not se-
lected because of inherent design and fabrication problems and extended
development required to make it operational. It is also a high-risk design
because of potential flow blockage of the micro-injection holes.
Combined Thermal Barriers (O2/_ 4 and O2/C3H8)
ZrO 9 ceramic coating plus film cooling was selected as the combined thermal
bar_ier to provide maximum benefits for increased chamber pressure of the
O9/CH/, and Op/C3H 8 designs. The addition of a carbon layer would provide neg-
]igible benegits since the selected combination already pushes the channel
height to its maximum limit in the regions where a carbon layer would be bene-
ficial. At these high chamber pressures, the carbon layer thickness of these
two propelhmt combinations is basically zero in the high mass flux region
(convergence zone and throat).
The 09/Clt/. and 02/C._H r designs are summarized in Table 13. AI[ designs were
i,. -w • _ )
at guideline chambe_ pressure limits and used reduced P. _ _/lc. Unenhanced
nozzl¢ designs were used with adjustments to the attachmen_ area ratio and
unformed tube. d Eameter to accommodate tlm high chamber pressure. The lower
thrust nozzle designs for the ZrO. enhanced chambers, which were at their res-
pective P limits, were used for _he combined thrma] barrier chamber designs.
The graphic presentation of these chamber and nozzle designs is shown in Fig. 135
through 140of Appendix D. The ceramic-coatlng (Zr02) thickness-_vas nearly
94
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ld_-,ntLcal to thoso pre'.viously used for tlle ZrO 2 designs. This is realized by
tile fact th,_t the' addition.'_L increase in chamber pressure for the combined
thermal barrter is associated with the addition of film cooling. As previous-
l.y shown, the film cooling produces a near uniform heat flux reduction along
the chamber length. _L_crct'_re, nearly the same ceramic coating thicknesses
are required for the gu:idel[ne ZrO 2 surface temperature I Lmit.
Combined Thermal Barrier (02/PR-!)
A carbon layer thermal barrier is extremely overpowering for the O?/RP-I pro-
pellant combination, as previously noted, lhe next most efficient'thermal
barrier is a ZrO_ ceramic coating, as defined for the other two propellant
combinations. T_erefore, a carbon layer plus ZrO 2 ceramic coating was se-
lected for the combined 02/RP-I thermal barrier. This combination represents
the best thermal barrier(s) for the 02/RP-I designs. This combination has a
great benefit over the combined thermal barriers of the other propellant com-
binations since it represents no performance loss. The 02/RP-I barriers are
both physical thermal barriers.
A "short chamber", 2,669,000 N (600,000 ibf), thrust chamber was evaluated
for this study. The ZrO 2 ceramic coating was applied between the injector
end and chamber throat. The thickness was 0.0030 cm (0.0012 in.) in the
throat region and high heat flux convergent region. The lower heat flux
region utilized 0.0046 cm (0.0018 in.). These ceramic coating thicknesses
are typical of those used for the previous ceramic coating studies. These
thicknesses represent optimum thicknesses for the guideline ceramic coating
surface temperature limit.
At high chamber pressures, the carbon layer thickness diminishes in the _hroat
regiotl. The maximum chamber pressure that could be cooled was 3448 N/cm" (5000
psia). This is lower than the other two propellant combination limits_ but
is quite spectacular since the unenhanced design Pc limit was 896 N/cm _ (1300
psia). This design is shown in Fig. 141 of Appendix D. Because of the high
chamber pressure, the nozzle design requires a carbon layer or ceramic coating
thermal barrier for approximately one-third of the nozzle length starting at
the attachment to the combustion chamber. The coolant flow split between the
chamber and nozzle was 50/50%, typical of other split flow designs.
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ENIIANCED I.)I,]S[(;N COMI>AIIISON
Each ot7 Lhe seven cnhancc_d tet'hnl.que,_ Wc'r_, presented :[ndependentJy, A compar-
:l_ofl of O,<lt'll cHlh_lnCelllCHlt _l,<i 17t'ia[od t() [hl._ iil_lXIiillllll l.nc, r'e,'lscd challlber l)ressUl't_
fcor the pi't/lle 1.1;ill[ C'Olnl_ Lnal. ion .l.,_ pi'_h_Icu]L:o.d tn Table ].4 . The onhilnc.o!llonts
repre.scult (4 x 250) cycl.c,_ and are COllip_lrmd Lo tilL', unenhani'ed ch,'llllbc_r pre.ssurc,
Tile best enliauc.emc, nt is the conihl.ned thmrma[ harrlvrs. These are ZrO 2 c.eram[c
coating and film co,_ling for the O.ICH. and o,lC.l_, propellant combination and
._ 2 q 2 '
ZrO 2 ceramic coat:lng and ca,-ben layer lor the O_R_-]. The second best en-
hancement is transpiration cooling for tile 02/C_ & and O2/C3H s propellant com-
bination and carbon layer for _lie O2/RP-I prope.11ant combina£ion. It should
be-noted that each fiuid thermal barrier represents a 3% performance loss.
A comparison is shown in. Fig, 39 and 40 for the ZrO 2 c ecamic-coated designs
and the carbon layer designs. In summary, a carbon iayc_" thermal barrier
provides a significant increase in.P for the O_/RP-I designs, where a ZrO_
barrier has little impact on the d_s_gns. A Zr62 coating provides a signifi-
cant increase in P for tile O.,/CH. and O,,/C..H_ designs, where a carbon layer
has a negligible e_.fect, z _ z O
The ZrO 2 ceramic coating provides the third best and film cooling provides
the fourth best thermal barriers for all propellant combinations. Transpira-
tion cooling, which is the second best thermal barrier for O21CH 4 and 02/C3H8,
is not applicable for O2/RP-I because of coking temperature Iimitations. Ns
analyzed, transpiration cooling-requires development of very special designs
and may be less effective than analyzed because of tile coolant velocity head
loss potential. However, a wafer-type transpiration-cooled design may result
in typical ratings, as noted.
The rating of enhanced cooling (thermal barriers) for eacll propellant combina-
tion is shown below (a rating of i represents the best enhancement and 7
represents the least effective-enhancement):
Fnhancenlen(
Physical 8arr.i.er.
Rating for Maximum Pc
021CH 4 721C}H8 021RP" !
Carbon Layer 5 5 2
Zr02 Ceramic Coating 3 3 3
Graphite Liner 7 7 7
F_luld Barrier (3% pe.r.for!nan,c_ ,Lp,ss)
Film Cooling 4 4 4
Transpiration Cooling 2 2 DNA
Zoned Combustion 6 '- 6 6
Olher
Combined Barriers
ZrO_/Film Cooling I I --
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Comparison of O2/CH 4 2,669,000 N (600,000 Ibf) -- Zr/02 (Pc " 4850PSIA)
Barrier Thermal Resistance vs Axial Length
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Figure 40.
Conlpartson of Tilermal ResisLance Values for Oz/RP-i , 20,000 lbf
MR = 2.8, P. /P - t 8, MCC (Long (;haM)mr)
Ill ,L_
99
l,'llm cool:trig is the fourth best cherlual barrier for a.l.1 prol_e]].ant eomb:l.nation,_.
Carbon .layer :Is f ifl:h besL for O,_/CIIj and O_/C,_lt_ designs, prov.lding negl:l.gib].e
' .. ,4 Z 3
belwfLts, llowever, carbon layer :Is the No. 1 sIngle thermal barrier for 02/Rl'-l,
being second only to a co111bined thernla], barrier.
Theorettca.l. ly, zoned combustion has nc_gl.lg:lble or no enhancem_mt, b0nefits,
graphite 1.[ner is 1lot appl.icable for high heat fl.ux (high c|ln111bor pressure)
designs from a fabrlcat:l.on _tnd installation standpoint.
A
Many of the enhanced designs are at their chamlmr pressure limits w:i.th reduced
(P /P ) ratio. Therefore a representative maximum chamber pressure as a
in_et c,-
runcclon oi thrust cannot be presented graphically.
i00
SENSITIVI.TYSTIlI}I]':S
'.l!he:;e ,_en,_;.ltl.vl.ty :_tudlus [wa.luated t,yc:l.ie ILfe as a fune_tion _1: e.hamber pre,_-
sure and RP-I deeompo._ltl.on t_.l_lpel:alure impact o11 chamber pl:_u,;:uu'e I lmi.t,_,
1,1.1"!,: SI:NH I.TIV I'I.'Y
A life sensi.tivi.ty study was tontine.ted to define the inf].ueuce of the _'y{,.llc
fat. i.F,ue l.[l:e ?,ro_uld rule on ma:<|.mum e.haml_er pre,_;sure, The 2,669,000 N (600,000
.l.bf) Og/Cll 4 unenllanced chamber design was se].e['.ted for this study, The (Pc ../
lh'10O -_ ) ol" _hls desig, should be typical of that atta:Lna_le for ,.the oilier nl
., . •pr[_pe._._ant ,,omb•i.nat.i.ous and thrust ievL]s.
The _000 cycl.c (4 x 250) baseline unenhanced design maximum pressure was 2144
N/cm" (311.0 psia).,) Lil'e sensitivity anaJ.y_es were conducted at eh@mber pres-
sures of 24822N/era" (3600 psia), 2895 N/cnC. (4200 psia), 3102 N/cm" (4500 psia),
and 3309 N/era (4800 psLa). The £ucreased chamber pressure designs utilized
|:_duced channel heights. The wall thickness was increased for each design to
accommodate a higher operating pressure stress level. The wall thickness, maxi-
mum gas-side wall temperature, strain range, and cycle life are shown in Table
15. All designs reflect a P. , ./P = 1.8 and approximately 50/50% coolant
;Ln Lie g C ,
fio_,,rate split between the chamber anG nozzle. The chamber pressure to cyclic
life .relationship is shown ill Fig. 41 . This trend should be typical for the
' " " • _- " " " tlle
other propellant combin'_tions and thrust level (ignorzng I i lwc) si
baseline i000 cycle designs represent similar gas-side wail temperatures (Zwg),
and tile nozzle AP of series flow designs ark insJgnlficant.
The life of tile higher chamber pressure designs is questionable at NARIoy-Z
surface temperatures (T ) above 867 K (1560 R). Although it is not recommended
%4
to operate above this temperature, the low cycle fatigue curve for NARIoy-Z
was extended to acconm_odate the higher surface temperatures at the higher
chamber pressures, as noted in Fig. 42. This 922 K (1660 R) curve is based on
limited data obtained from isothermal uniaxial fatigue specimens.
O2/RP-I DECOMPOSITION SENSITIVITY STUDY
Respectable chamber pressures were not attained for the Oo/RP-] unenhanced aud
enhanced "long chamber" designs. This is primarily attributed to: (i) the low
coolant wall temperature required to negate coking and (2) the long chamber
length typically associated for gas generator cycle liquid/liquid injection
systems to meet performance criteria with conventional type injectors. There-
fore, it was difficult to compare the cooling capabil:fties of RP-I to the
other hydrocarbon-fueled engines using CI|4 and C3118.
• • • 1 • • ) ,i If ), _l II
Reviewing tnL Op/RI-I analyses [or long chambers reflect unfawu:able operatinF_
conditions for all unenhanced and enhanced designs except for the 89,000 N
(20,000 Ibf) thrust desfgn with a carbon layer. The RP-1 carb(,: layer provide:;
a large thermal resistance throughout the chamber length except for the ]oca]
high mass flux throat region. This allowed the 89,000 N (20,000 Ibf) thrust
chamber to meet _he coolant w@].l temperature cr:iter[on of 589 K. (]060 It) at a.
chamber pressure of ]379 N/cm _ (200_ psia) although tile unenham'ed des i.gn could
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th'Hlgll t'ollld llot ll|eel thl;l i'.l'[l, erlt111 ill t't_ll,qldel'_ll_.ly .[t_weF c]l_ll!|bel- prot_;-llll'e.
Thl ;_ Is at tr Ibuted t_ the facl: that. the .larger thrust chamber l.en_,l:h ( In l_,ct._r
t t_ thl'o;|l ) _a,_ thv_'e limes .l.mlger than l.he Impel: thrust ch;,l|ber length. '.t'h.l:_
;Idd[.t lineal letlgth retard,,_ tho coo.[ IIII; cap;ib.l I [l.y a,qsocl;Itt,d wl th ;111 lllcrea,q_,d
llLiector-tuld bulk tt,lllpel'al.tll'e il|Id a reduced u:oolallt IIRISH I'Iux l-t_l" ;I flood
|'l|11et./Pc rat io.
The O2/RP-..I. gas get_e|,atov cyc]e serLslt Ivity _malyses utlllzed gas-gas In It, c: loi_
chamber contours typical of the O2/(:114 and 02/C,'3118 desJgns, It a,qsumed that
98% energy re.l.ease eff.ic:iency can be obtained wl.th the slmrt chamber utll. l;,lng
_1 Ill[el'o-orifice type of inject:or. Th:ls :in.lector would reqult'e deve]t_plllent but
is a possib:tl.ity for a liquid-liquid gas generator cycle system. The 2,(_89,000 N
((_00,000 lbf) thrust level design was selected for analysis because of J.ts
potent.ia.l booster: application and the addlttona.l, design benef.tts provl.ded by a
spl. it flow chalnl)er/llozzl.e system for nn O2/RP-1 gas generator cycle engine.
Thc scnstttvity study defined the chamber pressure limits for an unenh;mced
design and an enhanced carbon layer design as a fuller|oil of coolant walt tem-
perature, as shown in Fig. 43.
Perl:inent design analysis parameters are shown in Tab].e 16. Off-set design
( ' olpoints were established for an energy re]°ease efficiency of 96,a by accouuting
for the reduced combustion temperature, This represents design points for a
typical, type liquId-gas injector. The large thermal, resistance of the carbon
drives th.: channel height to its maximum for ':wo-thirds of the chamber length.
(iraphic design presentations are shown in Fig. 142 and 143 for the ].172 N/cm 2
(3500 psia) unenhanced chamber and nozzle, and in Fig. 144 and 1.45 for the 2413
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7TF, CIINOI,OGY IDENT l FIICATI.0N
Reoollmlollded technology l tems to be considered for fo].low-on work ;ire s!,lmm;tl."[zod
below, Thest' suggested :ll'eas FOqtl[l:|llg expt_F:lDIt'llt_ll JllVOSti___lt[OI1 :IFo ba,4e_d on
tim 17esul. ts oI: Lhl.s analytical study,
1, Carbon !,_a_y__lf_.l.)5.E¢!slfi.ton _((32/RP-1
This ts particularly important since the O2/RP-1 chamber must rely on
a carbon layer to be cooled at competitive chamber )ressures of other
hydrocarbon-fueled eng:l nes,
2. RP-I Coktng Temperature Limit
Tile chamber pressure limit is very sensitive to tile maximum allowable
coolant wall surface temperature. Coking limits also should be
evaluated with additives to increase the coking temperature limit.
3. Ceramic Coating (ZrO2) -
This provides a substantial increase in chamber pressure when applied
to tile combustion chamber. For high chamber pressures, a thickness
less than 0.005 cm (0.002 in.) is required. Application of extremely
thin coatings and hot-fire testing is merited.
4. Film Cooling
Performance degradation and cooling effic:iencies need be experiment-
ally determined.
5. Zoned Combustion
Analytically, this provides an insignificant i.ncrease In chamber




Both the unenhanced and enhanced designs reflect an increase in chamber pres-
s,re for a decreased thrust level when cyclic life is the primary fixed
criterion. Another eontributa, r to this trend is the shorter length and larger
contraction area ratio of the low thrust designs for a 98% energy release
efficiency. This chamber pressure to thrust trend is reversed for the 02/RP-I
designs where the coolant wall temperature is the limiting criterion (to meet
the coking temperature limit) instead of life-limited.
The greatest increase in chamber pressure can be attained by a combined thermal
barrier. This combination is a ZrO 2 ceramic coating with film cooling for the
O?/CH 4 and O2/CRH _ propellant combination, and a ZrO 2 ceramic coating with a
cNrbon layer fo_ _he O2/RP-I propellant combination.
The best single heat barrier is transpiration cooling for the O2/CH a and
O2/CqH 8 propellant combination and a carbon layer for the 09/RP-I p_opellant
combination.
The highest chamber pressures can be attained for the O?/CH4 propellant com-
bination. The 02/RP-I propellant combination reflects _he lowest cooling limits
which is primarily attributed to a low RP-I decomposition temperature. Another
limitation for the 02/RP-I propellant combination is development of a high per-
formance liquid-gas micro-orifice injector to allow use of a "short chamber"
typical of the other two propellant combination. The 0p/RP-I unenhanced
designs are only competitive for a "short chamber" and if an inhibitor is used
to increase the coking temperature limit.
The gas generator cycle engine system provides a slight chamber pressure bene-
fit over the staged combustion cycle engine assuming the same energy release
efficiency can be obtained for either cycle.
A ceramic coating and film cooling are admirable heat barriers. The nozzle
can be adequately cooled within engine system pressure drop allocations with-




The combustion chamberand nozzle material properties are presented in this
appendix. Theseproperties were used for the llfe analysis and structural design
of this study. The basis for the selection of these materials was previously
presented. NARIoy-Zwas selected for the combustion chamber liner, which used
an electroformed nickel closeout structure. Inconel 718 was the load-carrying
structure for the combustion chamberand nozzle. A-286 was used for the nozzle
tube material. The above materials are identical to those currently being used
on the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME).
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Figure 49. Thermal Conductivity of NARIoy-Z
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COMBUSTION HOT-GAS PROPEIJLANT PROPERTIES
Combustion gas properties and performance were generated for the propellant com-
binations considered in this study. Rocketdyne's Free-Energy Program uses an
up-to-date JANNAF flame species data file and has been found to yield results
in agreement with NASA's program and the JANNAF ODE program. Flame properties
computed in the combustion chamber, at the throat, and at specified nozzle
stations included: temperature, enthalpy, entropy, heat capacities (shifting
and frozen), gammas (shifting and frozen), effective molecular weight, density,
viscosity, thermal conductivity, Prandtl number, and composition.
A sample computer program printout of data available for LOX/CH, propellants is
shown in Table 17. The first part of this table indicates the _ull shifting
characteristic velocity for the operating conditions. The second part contains
the gas physical and thermodynamic properties and composition in the combustion
chamber and at every expansion area ratio station selected. The third part
summarizes performance parameters such as thrust coefficient and specific
impulse for each expansion area ratio chosen, at vacuum, and at design altitude.
It also summarizes exit temperature and pressure conditions for each expansion
area ratio.
Combustion gas properties for the propellant combinations at nominal mixture
ratio (O2/RP-I at MR = 2.8:1, O2/03H 8 at MR = 3.1:1, and O2/CH 4 at MR = 3.5:1)
are shown as functions of chamber pressure in Fig. 55 and 56. The combustion
gas properties evaluated for zoned mixture ratio enhancement are presented in
Fig. 57 through 62.
The combustion gas temperature was corrected from the theoretical value by using
the study guidelines specified energy release efficiency O]c,) of 98% in the
following manner:
T = T x (nc,) 2
°actual °theory
The characteristic velocity (c*) also wa_ corrected for _,,. In generating the
C
combustion gas properties, the following fuel temperatures were used for calcul-
ating the heat of formation:
RP-I: 461 K (830 R)
C3H8: 344 K (630 R)
CH4: 390 K (700 R)
Results from the Free-Energy Program where the RP-I fuel temperature was varied
showed that the property variations with change in the fuel temperature are _n-
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Properties of 02/RP-I, O2/C3/H8, and 02/CH 4 Combustion GasesFigure 55.
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I - 02/RP-I at MR = 2.8:1
2 = 02/C3H 8 at MR = 3.1:1
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Figure 58. O2/C3H 8 Zoned Combustion Gas Properties
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GRAPHIC PRESENTATION OF UNENHANCED COMBUSTION CIIAMBER
AND NOZZLE DESIGNS
The detailed combustion chamber and nozzle design analyses are presented in
this appendix. Graphic presentations describe the operating parameters, coolant
passage geometry, hot-gas wall geometry, and heat transfer characteristics.
The combustion chamber and nozzle designs are presented in the sequence noted
in Table 4 under Design Results in the Unenhanced Design Cooling Analysis and
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Fig_re Parameters of the 02/C3H8 , MR = 3.1, F=89,000 N
(20,000 ibf) Coolant Piu2/P = 1.8 Combusttonc
Chamber aL P = 2008 N/cm 2 _3000 psla)
c
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Figure 64. Parameters for the O2/C3H 8, MR = 3.1, F = 89,0OO N
(20,000 ]bf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8 Nozzle at
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Parameters for the O2/C3H8, MR = 3.1, F = 89,000 N
(20,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 2.25 Nozzle at
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Figure 67 • Parameters for the O2/C3H8, MR = 3.1, F - 667,000 N
(150,000 ibf) Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8 Combustion
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Figure 68 . Parameters for the O2/C3118, MR = 3.1, F = 667,000 N
(150,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8 Nozzle at
P = 1855 N/cm 2 (2690 psia)
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Figure 69. Parameters for the 02/C3H 8, HR = 3.1, F = 067,000 N
(_50,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 2.25 Combttstlon
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Figure 70 . Parameters for the 02/C3H 8, MR = 3.1, F = 687,000 N
(150,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 2.25 Nozzle at
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Figure 71. Parameters for the O2/C3H8, MR = 3.1, F = 2,669,000 N
Pin/Pc = ]+.8 Combustlon(600,000 ibf), Coolant
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Figure 72. Parameters for the 02/C3H8, MR = 3.1, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pe = 1.8 Nozzle at
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= 3.1, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 Ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 2.25 Nozzle at
P = 1613 N/cm 2 (2340 psia)
c
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Parameters for the 02/CII4, MR = 3.5, F = 89,000 N
(20,000 Ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.74 Combustion
Chamber at P = 2758 N/cm 2 (4000 psia)
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Parameters for tl_e 02/Clt 4, blR = 3.5, g = 89,000 N
(20,000 ilbf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 2.15 Combustion
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Parameters for the O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 667,000 N
(1.50,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8 Combustion
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Parameters for tile O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 667,000 N
(150,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8 Nozzle at
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Parameters for the O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 667,000 N
(150,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 2.25 Combustion
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Figure 82. Parameters for the O2/CH 4, MR _ 3.5, F = 667,000 N
(150,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 2.25 Nozzle at
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Parameters for the O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8 Combustion
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84. Parameters for the O2/CH 4, ,MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ]bf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8 Nozzle at
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Figure 85. Parameters for the 02/CH 4, MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 Ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 2.25 Combustion
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Parameters for the 02/CH 4, MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 2.25 Nozzle at
P = 2068 N/cm 2 (3000 psia)
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Parameters for the 02/RP-I , MR = 2.8, F = 89,000 N
(20,000 ibf), Coolant Pln/Pc = 1.8, Combustion
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Parameters for the 02/RP-I, MR = 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8 Combustion
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Parameters for the O,'RP-I, MR = 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8 Nozzle at
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Figure 90. Parameters for the 02/RP-I, MR = 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant P:Iu/Pc = 1.8, CombustLon Chamber
at P = 896 Nlcm 2 (1300 psia) Short Chamber (Uneuhanced)
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Parameters for the, 02/RP-1. , MP, = '2.8, F = 2,b6t),OOQ N
(600,000 [bf), Coolant: Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle tit
P = 89(_ N/era 2 (1300 psfa) Short Chaml_er (l.Ilwnhanced)
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Figure 92. Parameters for the 02/RP-1, MR = 2.8, F = 89,000 N
(20,000 ibf) Coolant Pln/Pc = 1.8, Carbon-llned





GRAPHIC PRESENTATION OF COMBUSTION CHAMBER AND NOZZLE DESIGNS
FOR ENHANCED THERMAL BARRIERS AND
SENSITIVITY STUDIES
The detailed combustion chamber and nozzle design analyses are presented in
this appendix. Graphic presentations describe the operating parameters, cool-
ant passage geomatry, hot-gas wall geometry, and heat transfer characteristics.
The combustion chamber and nozzle designs are p_esented in the sequence noted
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Parameters for the 02/C3n 8, HR -- 3.1, F = 89,000 (20,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion Chamber at P = 2172 N/cm 2
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Figure .94....Parameters for the 02/C3H8, MR = 3.1, F = 89,000 (20,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion_Nozzle at Pc = 2172 N/cm 2
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Figure 96.
Parameters for the O2/C3H8, MR = 3.1, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 Ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion Nozzle
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Figure 97. Parameters for the O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F : 89,000 N (20,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc : 1.8, Combusticn Chamber at Pc : 2861 N/cm 2
(4150 psia) (Carbon Layer Cooling Enhancement on Combustion Chamber)
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Parameters for the 02/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 89,000 N (20,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at 2861 N/cm z (4150 psla)
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Parameters for the O2/CH 4, MR = 3.5, F = 667,000 N (150,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion Chamber at 2758 N/cm 2 (4000 psia)
(Carbon Layer Cooling Enhancement on Combustion Chamber)
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Figure i00. Parameters for the O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 667,000 N (150,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, NoZzle at 2758 N/cm 2 (4000 psia)
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Pin/Pc = 2189(600,000 ibf), Coolant = 1.64, Nozzle at Pc N/cm2
(3175__sia) (For Carbon Layer Enhanced Combustion Chamber) 177
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Figure 103. Parameters for the 02/RP-I , MR -= 2,8, F = 89,000 N (20,000 Ibf),
Coolant P. /P = ]..8, Carbon Layer Enhanced Combustion Chamber
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Parameters for the 02/RP-I, MR = 2.8, F = 89,000 N (20,000 ibf), -
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at 1379 N/cm 2 (2000psia)
(For Carbon Layer Enhanced Combustion Chamber and Nozzle)
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Parameters for _he 02/RP-1 , M_ = 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N (600,000 lb[),
Pin/Pc = 1,8, Combustion Chamber at 1179 N/cm 2 (1710 psia) (ForCoolant
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Parameters for the O2/RP-I, MR = 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at Pc = 1179 N/em 2
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Figure 107. Parameters for the 02/C3H 8, MR = 3.1, F = 89,000 N
(20,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.64, Combustion Chamber at
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Figure 108. _ Parameters for the 02/C3H 8, MR = 3.1, F = 89,000 N (20,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.64, Nozzle at Pc = 2758 N/cm 2 (4000 psla)
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Figure 109. Parameters for the O2/C3H8, MR = 3.1, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion Chamber at
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Figure ii0. Parameters for the O2/C3H8, MR = 3.1, F = 2,669,000 N (600,000 lhf),
= = 2758 N/cm 2 (4000 psla)Coolant Pin/Pc 1.8, Nozzle at Pc




Parameters for the 02/CH 4, MR = 3.5, F = 667,000 N
(150,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.67, Combustion Chamber at




























Parameters for the 02/CH 4, MR `= 3.5, F = 667,000 N (150,000 Ibf),
= - 3447 N/cm 2 (5000 psia)
Coolant Pin/Pc 1.67, Nozzle a_ Pc



















Figure 113. Parameters for the 02/C114, MR = 3.5,
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8,
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Parameters for the 02/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 Ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at Pc = 3447 N/cm 2
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Figure 115.
Parameters for the 021RP-I , MR = 2.8, F = 89,0Q0 N (20,000 Ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Ceramic Coated (Zr02) Enhanced Combustion
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Figure 116. Parameters for the 02/RP-I, MR = 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Ceramic Coated
(Zr02) Enhanced "Short" Combustion Chamber at P =c
1516 N/em 2 (2200 psia) 191
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Parameters for the 02/P_P-I, MR-- 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at P =
• C
1516 N/cm 2 (2200 psia) (Ceramic Coating Enhancement on
Combus tion .Chamber)
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Figure 118. Parameters for the O2/C3H 8, MR = 3.1, F = 89,000 N
(20,000 lbf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion Chamber at
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Figure 119. Parameters for the O2/C3H8, MR = 3.1, F = 89,000 N (20,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc : 1.8, Nozzle at Pc : 3034 N/cm 2 (4400 psi,a)
194 (Film Cooling Enhancement on Combustion Chamber)
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Figure 120. Parameters for the 02/C3H8, MR = 3.1, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 Ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at Pc = 2137 Nlcm 2
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Figure 121. Parameters for the O2/C3H 8, MR = 3.I, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 Ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at Pc = 2137 N/cm 2
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Figure 122. Parameters for the 02/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 667,000 N
(150,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion Chamber at
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Figure 123. Parameters for the O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 567,000 N (150,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at P = 3723 N/cm 2 (5400 psia)
c
(Film Cooling Enhancement on Combustion Chamber)
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Figure 124. Parameters for the O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N (600,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion Chamber at P = 2896 N/cm 2 (4200 psla)
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Figure 125. Parameters for the O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N (600,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at Pc = 2896 N/cm 2 (4200 psla)

























Parameters for the 02/CH 4, MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N (600,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at Pc = 2896 N/cm 2 (4200 psia)
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Parameters for the 02/RP--I, MR = 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/P_ = 1.8, Film-Cooled 2





























































Parameters for the O2/RP-I, MR = 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at Pc =
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Parameters for the 02/C3H8, MR- 3.1, F = 89,000 N
(20,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion
= 2654 N/cm 2 (3850 _ _pe_a_ TranspirationChamber a£ Pc
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Fisur,_ 130. Parameters for the 02/C3H 8, MR = 3,1_ F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion
Chamber at P = 3241 N/cm 2 (4700 psia) (Transpiration
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Parameters for the 02/C3H 8, MR = 3.5, F = 667,000 N
(150,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.6, Combustion
Chamber at P = 3447 N/cm 2 (5000 psia) (Transpiration
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Figure 132. Parameters for the 02/CH 4, MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N
(600,000 ibf), Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.55, Combustion
Chamber at P = 4137 N/cm 2 (6000 psia) (Transpiration
c
Cooling on Throat Region)
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Figure 133. Parameters for the O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion Chamber at Pc = 2344
(Zoned Combustion Cooling Enhancement)
(600,000 ib!), .
N/cm 2 (3400 psia)
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Figure 134, Parameters for the O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N (b00,000 ].bf.)-,
.)
Coolant Pitl/Pe = 1.8, Nozzle at Pc = 2344 N/era_ (3400 p_sia)....................
(Zoned Combustion Cooling Enhancemeut)
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Figure 135. Parameters for the O2/C3H8, MR = 3.1, F = 89,000 N (20,000 Ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.38, Combustion Chamber at P = 2758 N/cm 2 (4000 psia)c










Figure 136. Parameters for the_2/C3Hs, MR = 3.1, F = 2,669,000 N (600,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.5, Combustion Chamber at Pc = 4137 N/cm 2
(6000 psla) (Combined Film Coolant and Ceramic Coating Enhancement
on Combustion Chamber)
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Figure 137. Parameters for the O2/C3H 8, MR = 3.1, F = 2,669,000 N (600,000 lbf),
Coolant Pln/Pc = 1.52, Nozzle at Pc = 4137 N/cm 2 (6000 psla)
(Comblned Film Coolant and Ceramic Coatlng Enhancement on Combustion
212 Chamber)
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Parameters for the O2/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 667,000 N (150,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.44, Combtlstion Chamber at P = 3448 N/cm 2






Figure 139. Parameters for the 02/CH4, MI_ = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N 600,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.42, Combustion Chamber at Pc = 4137 N/cm 2
(5000 psla) (Combined Film Coolant and Ceramic Coating Enhancement
on Combustion Chamber)
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Figure 140. Parameters for the 02/CH4, MR = 3.5, F = 2,669,000 N (600,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.42, Nozzle at P = 4137 N/em 2 (6000 psia)
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Figure 141. Parameters for the O2/RP-I , MR = 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N (600,000 lof),
Coolmnt Pln/F c = ].8, Combustion Chamber at P = 3448 N/cm 2 (5000 ps_a)
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Figure 142o Parameters for the 02/RP-I, MR = 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N (600,000 ibr),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Combustion Chamber at Pc = 2413 N/cm 2 (3500 psia)
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Figure 143. Parameters for the 02/RP-I, MR = 2.8, F = 2,669,000 N (600,000 ibf),
Coolant Pin/Pc = 1.8, Nozzle at Pc = 2413 N/cm 2 (3500 psia)
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Figure 145. l'ara_eters for the 02/RP-I, MR = 2.8, F = 2,660,00(} N (6(}0,000 lbf),
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ultimate strength safety factor
yield strength safety factor
mass flux (_/A = OV)
coolant convec,tive heat transfer coefficient
























































rm, kot fuel prope11,ant
throat rad'.tls
t I,me
ad {abatic wal.1 temperature
coolant bul.k temperature
backwa_I] structure temperature
c.ombustton or coolant temperature
coolant side wall temperature











area ratio or strain
angular displacement




energy rel.ease efficiency or combustion efficiency
density





































specific heat at constant pressure -







Reynolds number based on distance




distance from injection point along surface
correction length for wall Jet region
adiabatic wall conditions
coolant or hamber conditions
film
free stream gas
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